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Need
Low Cost
Dental
& Vision
Benefits?
Dental

Vision

Choose from 158,000* dental
practice locations nationwide
In most instances
save 15% to 50% off**
Save on dental services
such as cleanings, crowns,
root canals and more
Save on specialty dental services
such as braces and periodontics too
*(as of December 2014)
** (Actual costs and savings vary by
provider, service and geographical area)

Choose from more than
20,000 vision providers nationwide

Only
$14.99
per month
Plus a one-time
application
fee of $4.99

20% to 60% off
prescription eyewear
including most frames,
lenses and specialty items
such as tints, coatings
and UV protection
40% to 50% off
the national average
cost of LASIK surgery

One low monthly fee includes you and all your immediate family members
Start saving today! Call to learn more.
FL100

877.915.9228

WellnessPlusPlan.com

Disclosures: This plan is NOT insurance. The plan is not insurance coverage and does not meet the minimum
creditable coverage requirements under the Affordable Care Act or Massachusetts M.G.L. c. 111M and 956 CMR 5.00.
This plan provides discounts at certain healthcare providers for medical services. This plan does not make payments
directly to the providers of medical services. The plan member is obligated to pay for all healthcare services but will
receive a discount from those healthcare providers who have contracted with the discount plan organization. This
discount card program contains a 30 day cancellation period. The range of discounts for medical or ancillary
services provided under the plan will vary depending on the type of provider and medical or ancillary service received.
Member shall receive a full refund of membership fees, excluding registration fee, if membership is cancelled within the
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The Digestive System,
how does it affect our
immune system?

Bo-Shih Ni, LAc, DOM

In Chinese Medicine, the digestive system is
the immune system. Your diet, lifestyle, and
emotions/stress play a very important roll in
your overall health.
We invite you to join us

Catherine Coudray, LAc, Dipl.Ac.

Yang-Fen Sun, LAc, Dipl.O.M.

Tuesday, February 23rd, 7pm
for an in depth discussion on
“Traditional Chinese Medicine and The
Digestive System”.
Invite your friends and family to join you in
attending our health seminar.
Limited Seating, Reservations Required

  
  
  

Call 321-757-9731
Seminar is free and open to the public.

NI’S CHINESE MEDICAL CENTER




HAN TANG INSTITUTE OF CHINESE MEDICINE
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ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
Earn Your
Bachelor's Degree
COURSES INCLUDE:
• Introduction to Homeopathy
• The Herbal Medicine Chest

Rated #3 in Florida

2015-2016 Women’s Choice Award

• Traditional Chinese Medicine
• Introduction to Chiropractic

Scan Here

• Herbology and Botany
• Ayurvedic Medicine

Learn More

• Nutrition and Aging
• Naturopathy
Additional degree programs available

THEBEST
SCHOOLS

BEST ONLINE
COLLEGES

2015-2016
www.thebestschools.org

Ranked in the Top 30 Best Online Colleges
TheBestSchools.org

Online Division 855.723.9087
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y graphic artist, Courtney, and I have
developed a wonderful friendship over
the last 15 years of working together. One
afternoon while chatting on the phone she says, “Well,
I’m at the health food store.” To which I responded,
“So am I! I’m in the parking lot.” I turned off the
car and ran inside to meet her. We looked at each
other and then just started laughing because we had
nothing left to say. Talking face-to-face was a little
foreign for us. I could probably count on one hand the
number of times we have been together in person as we are typically
communicating via phone, IM, email or social media. Yet, I count her
among my closest friends as we have shared life’s ups and downs with
kids, job changes, and nursing sick parents.
“Most of us replace half of our close friends every seven years,” says
Shasta Nelson, author of Friendships Don’t Just Happen: The Guide to
Creating a Meaningful Circle of Girlfriends. “Although this might seem
alarming, she considers it a natural ebb and flow.” Nelson explains that
some friends emerge from life changes. My bestie gal pals, Theresa and
Karen, came into my life at different stages. Theresa and I bonded when
our boys were both in 3rd grade with similar hurdles to overcome. Karen
and I connected went we each had a son playing high school football
together. For me, these friends are essential for lunchtime get-a-ways,
mom moments, and sharing all of life’s little idiosyncrasies.
“For a reason, a season or a lifetime, friends help us cope with
challenges, motivate our best work and celebrate life,” says Judith
Fertig in our feature article, The Power of Friendship, on page 26. I am
fortunate to have Kasey as a part of our Natural Awakenings team to help
motivate my best work and keep me on my toes. I am blessed to have
my sisters, Laurie and Jennifer, as friends for a lifetime. It is comforting to
have sisters who will always be there.
This month brings Valentine’s Day, a chance to show those we love
that they are important in our lives. I would like to take the opportunity
to appreciate you, our readers, advertisers and distributors. Thank you
for being a part of Natural Awakenings and helping to create a naturally
healthy community.

Happy Valentine’s Day!
© 2016 by Natural Awakenings. All rights reserved.
Although some parts of this publication may be
reproduced and reprinted, we require that prior
permission be obtained in writing.
Natural Awakenings is a free publication distributed
locally and is supported by our advertisers. It is
available in selected stores, health and education
centers, healing centers, public libraries and wherever free publications are generally seen. Please call
to find a location near you or if you would like copies
placed at your business.
We do not necessarily endorse the views expressed
in the articles and advertisements, nor are we responsible for the products and services advertised.
We welcome your ideas, articles and feedback.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are available for
$25 (for 12 issues.) Call for details.
Natural Awakenings
is printed on recycled
newsprint with soybased ink.

Kris Urquhart, Publisher

Find us at facebook/NAMelbourne.com
Find us on twitter @myNA_MelbVero
Download the NA app free at iTunes store
Online exclusives and contests at www.my-na.com
Visit our webstore at www.NAWebstore.com
Never Glossy. Always Green.
Natural Awakenings practices environmental sustainability by using postconsumer recycled paper and soy-based ink on uncoated stock. This choice
avoids the toxic chemicals and high energy costs of producing shiny, coated
paper that is hard to recycle. For more information visit My-NA.com.
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advertising & submissions
HOW TO ADVERTISE
To advertise with Natural Awakenings or request a media
kit, please contact us at MyNaturalAwakenings.com,
email Kris@mynaturalawakenings.com or call 321-426-0080.
Deadline for ads: the 10th of the month.
EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS
Email articles, news items and ideas to:
Kris@mynaturalawakenings.com.
Deadline for editorial: the 5th of the month.
CALENDAR SUBMISSIONS
All calendar events must be submitted online at:
MyNaturalAwakenings.com. E-mail calendar
questions to: Laurie@mynaturalawakenings.com
Deadline for Calendar: the 10th of the month.
REGIONAL MARKETS
Advertise your products or services in multiple markets!
Natural Awakenings Publishing Corp. is a growing
franchised family of locally owned magazines serving
communities since 1994. To place your ad in other markets
call 239-449-8309. For franchising opportunities call
239-530-1377 or visit NaturalAwakeningsMag.com.

NaturalAwakeningsMag.com

Natural Awakenings is your guide to a healthier, more
balanced life. In each issue readers find cutting-edge
information on natural health, nutrition, fitness, personal
growth, green living, creative expression and the products
and services that support a healthy lifestyle.
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36 MINDFUL MINUTES
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by Julianne Hale
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newsbriefs
Biologic Dental Lecture Series

D
Three New Product
Lines at The Red
Bird Vitamin Co.

T

he Red Bird Vitamin Co. (RBVC)
has new product lines for 2016.
Terry Naturally Extra Strength
Curamin with BCM-95 Curcumin is
used for pain relief. It also contains
Boswellia, used in Indian herbal
medicine as a treatment for arthritis,
bursitis, respiratory diseases and
diarrhea, and Nattokinase, which has
been associated with heart health.
Emerald Labs B Healthy is a fullspectrum, additive-free B-vitamin
with probiotics, enzymes and
organic greens.
RBVC also now carries several
Dr. Mercola products, including
whole food, multi plus minerals and
enzymes, fruits, grasses and whole
food nutrients.
“We appreciate all the support we
have gotten from the local community
and look forward to offering them
more products to maintain their
optimum health and vitality,” states
owner and operator Kari Savage.
RBVC is also a source for
a variety of vitamins, herbs,
supplements, essential oils, skin
care, homeopathies, probiotics,
protein and diet and fitness
supplementation, gluten-free breads,
pastries, muffins and snacks from
multiple companies, including
Sami’s Breads and Deland Bakery.
Red Bird Vitamin Co is located at
1895 S Patrick Dr, Indian Harbour
Beach. Call 321-426-7747 with
any questions or to make a special
order. Visit them on Facebook.com/
RedBirdVitaminCo or InstagramRedBirdVitaminCo.
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rs. Chris Edwards and Rob Brown of the
Smile Design and Wellness Center in Viera
are starting a 2016 lecture series at their new
office. The lectures will be held quarterly.
The kick off lecture will be on Thursday,
February 25 at 6 p.m. and the topic is
“Biologic Dentistry: What is it and why
should I care?” Biologic dentistry is a branch
of dentistry that looks at the mouth and
its structures as part of the whole body. It
understands the relationship between the
two and uses this information to provide
dental treatment that is in harmony with overall health. It involves the use of
dental materials that are biocompatible. Biologic dentistry is closely aligned
with Minimally Invasive Dentistry, where attempts are made to save as much
healthy tooth and gum structure as possible.
Future lectures will explore the many aspects of Biologic Dentistry such as lasers,
ozone, ceramic dental implants, xylitol, safe mercury removal, L-PRF and more.
Please RSVP at 321-751-7775. Smile Design and Wellness Center is located at
5445 Village Drive in Viera. For more information visit SmileDesignCenter.us . See
ad on page 28.

Holistic Relationship Events
at Aquarian Dreams

O

n Saturday, February 6, 10:30 to 11:45
a.m. Instructor Jennifer Cleveland will lead
Yoga for Couples at Aquarian Dreams. Grab
your sweetheart and enjoy a class that will bring
you closer together through movement, play,
breath and touch. Each couple will indulge in
nurturing, soothing partner exercises that will
relax, rejuvenate and create deep, lasting bonds.
Content will include partner-assisted stretches,
standing and seated postures designed to open
the body and heart and a therapeutic Thai massage sequence to share with
your partner. Class is suitable for all levels and costs $30 per couple.
On Thursday, February 11, 7 to 9 p.m. Bruce Orion, Sedona spiritual
teacher and astrologer, will lead a Relationship Workshop. Participants will
learn how subconscious fears in a relationship can be destructive and how
to overcome these insecurities by healing internally and becoming more
conscious to improve relationships. Cost is $20 per person or $30 per couple.
Preregistration for events is required by phone.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-7299495. Cheri@AquarianDreams.com. AquarianDreams.com. See ad on page 3.

February is National Children’s Dental Health Month
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Effect the
the Rest

newsbriefs
Pet Discount Store in Melbourne

P

PET
FRIENDLY
Organic & Low Impact
Pest Control Personalized
for your Home
PEOPLE
FRIENDLY

Less Chemical...More Control

321-693-4100

NaturesBestPest.com

ups-N-Things invites you
to visit their store on
Wickham Road in Melbourne.
They sell name brand supplies
and premium and super
premium natural pet foods,
including: Stella and Chewy
frozen and freeze dried,
Orijen, Acana, Zignature,
Taste of the Wild, Fromm, Wild
Calling, Earthborne, Canine
Caviar, Mauri, Tiki, Evangers,
and more.
“We pride ourselves in offering the best prices for the best quality foods
and products,” says store owner Dirk Budd, who has been in the business for
over 35 years. In the near future Pups-N-Things will change its store name to
Pets Discount, but the ownership will stay the same. “We are here to serve
our customers and their pets, so let us know what you need,” adds Budd.
Pups-N-Things also offers dog grooming with Brenda, a veteran groomer
with 42 years’ experience.
Pups-N-Things (Pets Discount) is located in the Lake Washington Square at
2447 N. Wickham Rd. Melbourne. 321-241-4632. See ad on page 33.

Detect Changes in

Mama Jo’s Herbal
Certification Course
Begins in March

BReast Tissue

Breast Thermography: Digital Infrared
Thermal Imaging detects subtle
physiologic changes even
in dense breast tissue.

s15 Minutes
ion:
Next Sess
sNon Invasive
5th
2
h
sNo Radiation marc
sPainless
sNo Body Contact
sFDA Registered

Dr. Donna G. Ivery
Board Certified OB-GYN

321-267-3787
4346 S. Hopkins Ave.
Titusville, FL 32780

www.hercareofbrevard.com
hercareofbrevard@gmail.com
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J

oanna Helms, Registered Herbalist and
professional member of the American
Herbalist Guild (AHG), is pleased to announce
the Fundamentals of Herbalism Certification
Course will begin Saturday, March 5th and
run through August. The course consists
of 12 classes held on Saturday mornings
approximately every other week. Graduation
ceremony is held upon completion of the
course.
In response to great demand, Helms
developed customized courses designed
to provide deeper understand of herbs and their applications through the
art and science of herbalism. The course includes: Introduction to Western
Herbalism, Introduction to Basic Chinese Theory, Heart and Circulatory
System, Digestive Systems, Respiratory and Immune System, Herb Walk,
Fomentations, Liniments, and Tinctures, Urinary and Endocrine System, Liver,
Reproductive System, Oils, Salves and Ointments and The Nervous System.
Participants may register for the entire course or individual classes.
For more information or to register call 321-779-4647. Mama Jo’s Sunshine
Herbals is located at 1300 Pinetree Drive in Indian Harbour Beach. See ad on
page 31.
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RHMD Welcomes
Lisa Johnson, PA

R

adiantly
Healthy
MD is excited
to welcome
Lisa Johnson,
PA to their
staff. Johnson
holds a
Bachelor’s
Degree from
the University
of Arizona
and a Master’s
Degree from
the University of Oklahoma’s Physician
Assistant program.
Johnson was introduced to
integrative medicine during her
PA schooling, where she spent a
portion of her clinical rotation at
Canyon Ranch in Tuscon, Arizona.
After graduating, she practiced
integrative medicine and provided
patient education for many years in
Oklahoma where she specialized in
women’s health and prenatal care.
The providers of Radiantly
Healthy MD are focused on patient
health and wellness by providing
a proactive, integrative approach
to medicine. Integrative medicine
combines conventional medical
techniques with natural, yet proven
alternatives to achieve wellness.
RHMD treats a wide variety of
illness and conditions, including:
autoimmune disease, chronic fatigue,
diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
hormone balance, thyroid and adrenal
disorders, sleep issues, and more.
RHMD also provides individualized
physician supervised weight loss
and nutritional programs to educate
and assist patients with their unique
dietary needs.
“I am feeling excited and privileged
to be working with Dr. Hunton,” says
Johnson.
For more information about
Radiantly Healthy MD, call 321-2546803 or visit DrHunton.com. Radiantly
Healthy MD, 150 Fifth Avenue,
Indialantic. See ad on page 41.

ESSENTIAL LIVING
• Yoga & Meditation Classes: Cinnamon-Yoga
• Essential Oil Classes & Workshops
FREE ESSENTIAL GOODIE BAG TO NEW ATTENDEES
• Spirit Connection & Energy Healing: Daena Chrogan-Dussich
• De-Code Your Pain: Trisha Schmalhofer, LMT

Call or Email for Class Dates & Times
Satellite Beach & Melbourne Locations. RSVP to all classes:

321-821-2389 • Cinnamon.Essential.Living@gmail.com

This year give the gift of health to
yourself or to your family and friends!
Upper Cervical Care focuses on the top two bones
in the neck where the brain stem transitions into the
spinal cord, and is responsible for transmitting the
nerve impulses from the brain to every part of the
body. If one of the top two bones is misaligned, it can
affect the nerve transmission to any part of the body
causing various conditions or symptoms.

New Year

NEW YOU

A precise, state-of-the-art percussion sound wave
adjusting instrument is used for the upper cervical
correction and gives patients a gentle, painless and
precise treatment for removing the interference.
Removing this interference restores balance and
proper function allowing the body to heal itself
naturally without the use of harmful drugs or surgery.

Free showing of
“The Power of
Upper Cervical.”
IT WILL CHANGE
YOUR LIFE!

Please join us on Thursday, Feb 18th.
Call our office for more information.

Call (321) 622-4447
today to schedule
an appointment!

Drs. Renee Hahn & Amanda Campbell Upper Cervical Chiropractors
1600 W. Eau Gallie Blvd., Ste. 104, Melbourne • UpperCervicalCare.com

Balance your Body, Mind & Spirit

Hatha Yoga with Marilyn
Guided yoga postures with
Stretching • Deep Breathing • Relaxation
Reduce your stress,
become calmer, increase your f lexibility
and energy ~ $5 a class

Pelican Beach Clubhouse • 1495 Highway A1A
Mon & Wed, 6:30-7:45pm

Call Satellite Beach Recreation Dept • 321-773-6458
natural awakenings
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Natural Healthcare Options
Consultations by Donation

newsbriefs
New Yoga Instructor at
The Cloudwalker Place

T

Specializing in:
• All-natural products: tinctures, salves, syrups & capsules
• Organic bulk herbs
• Essential oils
• Unique jewelry & gemstones
• Herbal/
• Customized herbal remedies & teas Nutritional classes

Cecelia Avitabile
CERTIFIED MASTER HERBALIST &
NUTRITIONAL CONSULTANT

Store Hours:
Wed– Fri 10am-5pm • Sat 11am-3pm

321-757-7522
277 N. Babcock St. • Melbourne

he Cloudwalker Place welcomes a new
yoga instructor, Carmin Lewis, to their
teaching staff. Lewis is a Registered Yoga
Teacher with over twenty years of experience.
She teaches Hatha yoga, Vinyasa Flow, and has
a passion for the Ashtanga system.
“As I mature, I have realized the need to
expand my practice as I come into my golden
years and recently became certified in Teaching Yoga to seniors at Duke University.
I am also a certified Silver Sneaker instructor (chair yoga),” says Lewis. “Yoga is
a big part of my life, coming to me when I most needed it. It’s where I find my
spirituality and it enables me to gain a sense of being grounded and focused.”
Yoga with Carmen is held Tuesday and Thursday from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. and
Saturday from 8:30 to 10 a.m. The cost is $10 per class. Chair Yoga with Carmen is
held Tuesday and Thursday from 9 to 10:15 a.m. The cost is $10 per class.
The Cloudwalker Place offers many tools for re-creating and reinvigorating your
body, mind, and spirit including qi-gong, tai chi, yoga, Capoeira, Hawaiian hula,
and martial arts for children.
The Cloudwalker Place is located at 1533 US Highway 1, Vero Beach. For more
information call 772-318-7660 or visit TheCloudwalker.com. See ads on pages 13
and 23.

HerbCorner.net

Free Legal Seminars

If you

T

he Space Coast Community Law School offers free legal seminars to the
public on a variety of legal topics each year. Sessions are currently taking
place every Thursday from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Moore Justice Center in the Jury
Assembly Room and will run through March 24. The seminars are presented in
an informational and educational setting and are intended to give the public an
opportunity to learn about the general rules of law.
The weekly seminars offered will be presented by local judges and attorneys with
topics including election law, evolution of voting rights, mental capacity under the
law, judicial activism, juvenile law, workers’ compensation, right to life/elder law,
campaign fundraising, the judicial selection process and a mock trial.
Moore Justice Center, 2825 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Viera. Pre-registration
suggested at SCCLS.com (follow the “register” link). Please call Britta Hawkins or
Elizabeth Kling at 321-269-6833 or email EKling@ctrfa.com for more information.

believe
you can

heal
I believe
I can help you

Sick?
Tired?
Been told you’ll

have to learn to
live with it?
Dr. Mary Jane Ward
CHIROPRACTIC

The Body Talk System
WHOLE FOOD NUTRITION
NEUROEMOTIONAL TECHNIQUE

321-453-7005
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Humane Society’s
Mardi Gras Paws
in The Park

T

th

he 10
annual
Mardi Gras
Paws in the
Park will be
held Sunday,
February 21st,
from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m., at
Riverfront Park
in Historic
Cocoa Village.
This free family and pet friendly
event will include pet contests,
the crowning of the “furry” King
and Queen of the Park, a Mardi
Gras Parade of Pets, a pet psychic,
a doggie lure course, a bounce
house for the kids, live music, a
vendor village, food and much,
much more. Friendly, leashed and
vaccinated pets are welcomed.
Local businesses, individuals and
rescue groups are invited to take
part in the event, which is held in
conjunction with Cocoa Village
Mardi Gras. All rescue groups may
participate at “no charge” (pending
space availability). Sponsorship
opportunities begin at $50 with
a variety of opportunities up to
$1000. Vendors and rescue groups
must supply their own tables, chairs,
promotional materials, display racks
and setup staff. The event benefits
homeless animals in Brevard.
Located in Brevard, the
Humane Society is a “no-killfor-space” facility and a selfsustaining organization that
does not receive support from
tax dollars. All of their funding
comes through donations,
adoption fees, product sales,
their Molly Mutt Thrift Shops,
fundraisers and other pet related
services.
For more information,
contact the Brevard Humane
Society at 321-636-3343 or visit
BrevardHumaneSociety.com.

The Cloudwalker Place Welcomes
mess

The Cloudwalker Place

Carmen Lewis

703 17th Street, Vero Beach

TheCloudWalker.com
772-318-7660

CERTIFIED YOGA INSTRUCTOR
R

Vinyasa Flow • Ashtanga • Hatha
tha
Chair Yoga • Yoga for Seniorss

Tuesday & Thursday
y
8-9 a.m. Yoga with Carmen
en
9-10 a.m. Chair Yoga with Carmen
rme
en
All ages and levels
l welcome
welcome. $
$10/class
10/class

Take Charge of Your Health…

with Meditherm DITI

DIGITAL INFRARED THERMAL IMAGING

Thermography is:
• Radiation free
• Painless
• Non-Invasive
• Time efficientScan takes less
than 10 minutes
• F.D.A. registered
• Cost effective
We can detect abnormalities and changes in the early
stages when they are easiest to correct!
Contact us today to schedule your thermal imaging scan!

For Your Health Thermal Imaging, LLC
Suntree Business Center
3270 Suntree Blvd, Ste A-128, Melbourne

321-987-7893

DrJessicaWellness.com

natural awakenings
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healthbriefs
FREE WILD ORANGE
Oil when attending events:
2/4 • 2/8 • 2/16 • 2/18 • 2/22

(see Calendar of Events)
Wild Orange, cold pressed from the peel,
releases an energizing, citrusy aroma.
•
•
•
•

Powerful cleanser and purifying agent
Protects against environmental & seasonal threats
Immune-enhancing benefits
Energizing & revitalizing to the mind and body

A New Approach
for Wellness

ALISHA Connor • 321-426-5392
SHARLI McLachlan • 720-278-8262

Kids Get Fewer Cavities When
Mothers Chew Xylitol Gum

R

esearch published in the
International Journal of Paediatric
Dentistry has concluded mothers that
chew natural xylitol gum regularly will
significantly reduce oral infections of
mutans streptococcus bacteria in their
infants. Five research teams and 11
randomized studies of 601 mothers and
their children showed 46 percent fewer
infections of the bacteria, which is the
central species responsible for dental
caries and periodontal disease. The
studies included children that were 6, 9, 12, 18 and 24 months old.
Other research supports the claim of xylitol’s beneficial nature. A study from the
University of Manchester, in England, analyzing data from 4,216 schoolchildren,
showed that using toothpaste containing xylitol with fluoride resulted in 13 percent
less tooth decay than using toothpaste with fluoride only.
Note: Xylitol is toxic to dogs; if ingested, consult a veterinarian.

Olive Oil Compound
Kills Cancer Cells

R
lessons with

Carol Nethen West
Master of Music, University of Miami.
Composer, Pianist and Music Teacher
in an allergy-free studio.
With 30-year of experience, she
combines tradition and innovation.
Accepting students of all ages and abilities

Piano, guitar and composition instruction.
Computer music sequencing & recording
studio/mix down techniques instruction.

772-228-8720

Orchid Island • Near Wabasso Beach
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esearchers from Rutgers University have found
that an ingredient in olive oil will kill cancer
cells in under an hour. The researchers tested a
compound called oleocanthal, a central component
of extra virgin olive oil, and found that it caused the
premature death of cancer cells in the laboratory by
puncturing cancer cell vesicles, called lysosomes.
“We needed to determine if oleocanthal was targeting
that protein and causing the cells to die,” says Paul Breslin, Ph.D., a professor of
nutritional sciences in the School of Environmental and Biological Sciences at
Rutgers and co-author of the study, published in Molecular and Cellular Oncology.
The research also found that the olive oil compound didn’t damage healthy
cells. Breslin states that the compound merely “put them to sleep” for a day, after
which they resumed their normal, healthy functioning.
Senior author David Foster, Ph.D., of Hunter College, points out that additional
studies are necessary to determine if the compound halts tumor growth. “We also
need to understand why it is that cancerous cells are more sensitive to oleocanthal
than non-cancerous cells,” he says.

February is National Children’s Dental Health Month
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Why Bugs Are Taking Over
The Garden This Winter

S

ince the warm summer weather has continued for so long, it has allowed for
winter gardens to be plagued with an increased number of insects that are
usually dormant till spring. Cornell University is reporting “Pests and diseases that
were held in check by the cold may become more of a problem. Life cycles of
beneficial insects may get out of sync with the pests they help control.” However,
there is no need to give up hope for your year round gardens. For do-it-yourself
gardeners, this easy to make spray can save your harvest this winter season.
MATERIALS:
•Spray bottle
•Jalapeno Pepper
•Cayenne Pepper
•Pot
•Cheese cloth
•Garlic
•1 Gallon water
INSTRUCTIONS:
•Cut jalapeno in half
•Cut garlic in half
•Add Ingredients to pot with water
•Bring to a boil and let sit for 10 to 15 minutes
•Strain pot contents with cheese cloth or really small strainer
•Put into spray bottle
WARNINGS: Do not rub eyes after cutting jalepeno. Do not breathe in the spray.
Wash hands after use.

For more information about seasonal bugs, contact Courtney at 321-759-6109
or Teresea at 321-759-6110. Garden Easy helps residents of Brevard and Indian
River Counties build, plant, maintain, and harvest their organic raised gardens or
edible yards. Gardeneasygardenst.wix.com/garden-easy.

Bifidobacteria Probiotic Fends
Off Colds and Flu

Kids Learn
Social Skills
Through
Pretending
and Joking
R

esearch published in the journal
Cognitive Science has found that
toddlers with parents that played
with them using humor and fantasy
gained increased skills for learning,
imagining and bonding, along with
thinking in abstract ways.
The researchers tested children
between 16 and 24 months old in
two phases. The first utilized action
play among 25 kids and the second
utilized verbal play among 40
children. The parents and children
pretended to do activities such as
washing their hands with no soap or
creating situations using a toy.
During the second phase, the
children and parents played around
jokingly by using words, identifying
things in funny ways and making
believe they were doing things.
The researchers found that joking
and pretend play allowed the kids
to distinguish cues that helped
them communicate and develop
skills to understand intentions. The
study also found that older toddlers
relied more on verbal cues to
understand pretending and joking
communications.

I

n a study published in the British Journal of
Nutrition, researchers found that supplementing
with bifidobacteria probiotics will reduce colds
and flu. The study followed 581 college students
for six weeks as they prepared for their final exams.
During the study period, the students consumed a
placebo or a daily supplement with one of three
probiotics, including Bifidobacterium bifidum.
The students given the bifidum supplement
experienced significantly fewer cold or flu
infections, and when they did succumb, the
infection was generally less severe. The other
probiotic supplements did not reduce colds or flu
compared to the placebo for the six weeks.
natural awakenings
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globalbriefs
News and resources to inspire concerned citizens to work together
in building a healthier, stronger society that benefits all.

Green Goalposts
Super Bowl Eco-Stadium Gains National Spotlight
The 50th Super Bowl will take place February 7 at the brandnew Levi’s Stadium, in Santa Clara, outside San Francisco,
and the anniversary isn’t the only thing that’s historic. As part
of a trend toward sustainability in athletic facilities, it’s the
greenest and most technologically advanced professional
football stadium in the U.S.
The structure is designed to support sustainability,
located on a site with accessible public transportation plus
a bike path to encourage fans to pedal to and from games.
Its predominantly open and airy, environmentally friendly building plan also takes
advantage of the Silicon Valley climate. One outstanding feature is the green roof
atop the suite tower on the west side of the stadium. Another is the three solar
bridges connecting the main parking area to the stadium that generate energy from
hundreds of solar panels.
All of the wood used was repurposed from a local airplane hangar at Moffett
Field, in Mountain View, California, and other reclaimed building products were
used where possible. Reclaimed water sources serve potable and non-potable
uses, including playing field irrigation. The local suppliers providing farm-to-table
food menus also are required to practice composting and recycling to the greatest
extent possible.
For more information, visit LevisStadium.com.

Nice Spice
McCormick Going Non-GMO
McCormick, the world’s largest spice company,
plans to eliminate almost all genetically modified
(GMO) ingredients from their product line
by 2016. In response to increased consumer
demand for healthier options, 80 percent of its
overall gourmet herb and spice business in the U.S.
will be both organic and non-GMO by 2016, as well as all
McCormick-branded herbs, spices and extracts sold in the U.S.
They will voluntarily label the updated products to inform consumers as part
of a commitment to transparency and consumer education. The first product
introduced, a non-GMO vanilla extract, is already available.
McCormick also uses steam treatments in its processing to preserve the health
benefits of spices instead of the ionizing irradiation used by competitors. Although
food radiation is approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, some
studies link it to significant health problems.
“Our consumers are increasingly interested in quality flavors with pure
ingredients in their food,” says McCormick President and Chief Operating Officer
Lawrence Kurzius. “Our efforts prove that we are listening to consumers and are
committed to continuing to evolve.”

Global Outlook
Weather Website Tracks
Climate Change
A new website, WXshift.org,
published by the hybrid science
and journalism nonprofit Climate
Central, provides climate
projections for a specific location
along with the day’s weather. In
addition to a typical forecast of
highs and lows, UV (ultraviolet
rays) index, wind and times of
sunrise and sunset, it graphically
shows if the area indicates a
warming uptick and by how much.
A 40-year-trend-to-date
display offers a projection to
2050 and what the weather will
be like for the next generation.
Geoff Grant, director of digital
media for Climate Central, says,
“This is just putting weather and
climate data together. There’s no
spin to it. The weather is how
everyone experiences climate.”
WXshift draws from 2,000
weather stations across the
country and 100 years of
temperature, rain and snow data
to create customized climate
graphics. Tutorials explain such
topics as the difference between
dew point and humidity, along
with news and information about
relevant issues.
Source: DailyClimate.org

Source: NaturalNews.com
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Lions Untamed
Shrine Circus Ends Wild
Animal Acts
Bill Cunningham, CEO of Dallasbased Fun Time Shows, the
largest Shrine Circus producer
in the country, says he’ll no
longer produce shows featuring
elephants, tigers, lions or other
wild animals. Cunningham says,
“These animals are very special;
we cohabit the Earth with them
and they are deserving of our respect and awe. They’re not here to
perform tricks for our entertainment.”
He says, “I’ve tried to listen to the mothers that said they didn’t
want their kids to grow up and learn that the animals they saw had
been probed, poked, prodded and chained to a floor.” The move has
received an outpouring of support from outside the industry, including
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals.
Cunningham’s Shrine Circuses will still feature high wire acts,
human cannonballs, trapeze artists and motorcycle tricks, along
with performing horses and dogs. “The horses and dogs act in true
collaboration with their owners,” says Cunningham. “We feel the
audience still wants to see domestic animals.”
Source: GreenSourceDFW.org

Ocean Wear
Adidas Using Plastic
Ocean Debris to
Make Shoes
Athletic shoemaker
Adidas has teamed up
with New York-based
Parley for the Oceans,
a multidisciplinary
organization with a passion for protecting the oceans, to make
footwear out of garbage. Available soon, the soft upper part of the
shoe is knitted entirely from waste and debris pulled from the ocean,
including yarn and fibers—just some of the estimated 5.25 trillion
pieces of trash in the sea. With no extra material left over, nothing
goes to waste; the shoes also incorporate illegal fishing nets taken from
poachers.
Adidas executive Eric Liedtke suggests the technology could move
beyond shoes and find its way to T-shirts, shorts and other apparel. A
full line of similar consumer-ready products will be integrated into the
Adidas line this year.
The larger issue goes beyond recycling and repurposing to avoid
waste altogether. Plastic takes more than 450 years to decompose,
so conservationists and researchers at Parley for the Oceans hope to
re-imagine plastics by designing a renewable solution. In cleaning
up our oceans, we protect ecosystems, food sources, jobs and local
economies.
Source: Upworthy

ecotip
Eco-Cappuccino
Reducing Coffee Shop Waste
For many,
getting a
coffee to go
at a favorite
spot on the
way to work
or while
dropping
the kids off
at school
and running
errands is a weekday ritual. It also warms
up the body on cold mornings in northern
regions this time of year. The java might taste
even better if we reduce the amount of waste
traditionally involved. Here are a few ways to
better cherish Earth’s resources.
Avoid the paper cup; carry a reusable
thermos or insulated bottle instead as a
matter of routine. Author and
activist Beth Terry, in her book Plastic
Free: How I Kicked the Habit and How
You Can Too suggests both stainless steel
beverage containers and mugs. She also
recommends glass mason jars and points
out that EcoJarz recently began making
stainless steel caps and lids instead of
plastic. Learn more at MyPlastic
FreeLife.com. Terry further cites the
unhealthy aspects of continual use of
paper cups because, “Many are lined with
plastic, and the plastic lids are often the
equivalent of Styrofoam.”
If caught without a favorite reusable
container, Treehugger.com’s Katherine
Martinko recommends at least giving an
old paper cup one more turn. “It’s not a
zero waste solution, but if you’ve already
got a paper cup in your car or kitchen, you
might as well extend its life. Wash and hand
it over the next time you get a coffee,” she
suggests. “It will still do the job.”
For those that add cream, milk or sugar to
coffee, consider the waste involved just in
the plastic and wood stirrers provided by
the shop that are tossed in the trash after
serving their one-time function. “Avoid all of
them,” advises Terry. “Carry a clean utensil
in the car,” such as a bamboo tableware
or a spork (combination spoon and fork).
Cutting down or weaning off of dairy, sugar
and especially sugar substitutes is another
healthful move.
natural awakenings
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Space Coast
Advanced Health
Getting to the Root Cause of Chronic
Conditions with Functional Medicine
by Julie Peterson

F

or more than 25 years, Space Coast
Advanced Health has been serving
the Cocoa Beach, Merritt Island,
Melbourne and Space Coast areas,
educating patients about chiropractic
care and other natural solutions to
health issues. Using a holistic integrative
approach to treatment, a dynamic
partnership between patient and
practitioner is created, which focuses on
the whole person and recognizes that
the subtle interactions of mind, body,
spirit and lifestyle all play a part in a
person’s vitality and well-being.
Space Coast Advanced Health takes
this whole-person modality even further
by incorporating Functional Medicine,
which has helped them utilize
conventional, therapeutic and
alternative therapies to assist many
clients onto the path of restoring
and maintaining optimal health.
Functional Medicine is
a process that looks for the
underlying causes of imbalances
in the body. It takes the
diagnosis of an imbalance
and then looks for
the reason why that
imbalance or illness
exists in a particular
patient, providing a
systematic method
of viewing and
treating each
individual. One of
the main focuses
while looking for root
causes to chronic
conditions is to look
carefully at the integrity
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of the digestive system. Commonly,
overgrowth of yeast, parasites, and
bad bacteria impede digestive health.
Another component which plays a
pivotal part in our healthcare protocol
is comprehensive testing and restoring
of the adrenal glands.
At Space Coast Advanced Health, Dr.
Steven Alukonis, D.C., DABCO, who is a
board certified chiropractic orthopedist
with postgraduate studies in functional
medicine utilizes this multi-faceted
approach toward healing, which can
be applied to anyone. Because of the
functional medicine approach, Space
Coast goes beyond treating the typical
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musculoskeletal conditions that most
people associate with chiropractic,
and is able to provide assistance with a
variety of medical ailments and ongoing
issues such as thyroid conditions,
fibromyalgia, migraines, ulcers, chronic
fatigue, food sensitivities, autism,
ADD, weight loss, vertigo, peripheral
neuropathy and others.
“I enjoy helping those who have
suffered for years finally find relief and
restored health,” says Alukonis.
Professionals at Space Coast
Advanced Health gather a thorough
history on each patient and run
comprehensive tests, including blood
chemistry panels and a regimented
metabolic protocol if necessary, to
uncover the triggers or reasons a
person’s system is out of balance and
causing symptoms.
Once these triggers are discovered,
individualized plans are developed
for each patient, which means that, as
opposed to just treating symptoms of an
illness, Space Coast Advanced Health
finds and treats the cause of ailments to
reduce or eliminate symptoms in their
patients. This approach helps patients
work toward a balanced system with
fewer or no symptoms.
Individualized plans may include
spinal manipulation or several
adjunctive therapies including massage
therapy, therapeutic exercises or
nutritional counseling. In addition,
physical modalities such as muscle
stimulation, cold low-level laser,
ultrasound and deep heating may
be used.
In addition to the variety
of services offered by Dr.
Alukonis, Jenn Albers, Certified
Integrative Nutrition Health
Coach, Gluten Coach
and Functional Medicine
Practitioner, provides
an important brainbased therapy
called Interactive
Metronome
(IM). IM is an
assessment and
treatment tool
for pediatric and
adult patients with
neurological conditions
that affect cognitive and
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motor functioning. This therapeutic
modality is an evidence-based, engaging
modality treatment that improves
temporal processing, which can help the
brain learn to work more efficiently. It
is used for ADHD, autism, post-stroke,
overall brain performance and many other
reasons.
“Interactive Metronome can
fundamentally change the way your brain
works,” states Albers.
Alukonis and Albers have been working
as a powerful team for more than eight
years. They are dedicated to taking ample
time to investigate the results of testing,
along with a patient’s history and current
status, to get to the root cause of any health
issue. They have an excellent track record
of providing methods toward relief for
patients who have previously been unable
to find successful treatment protocols.
“Our primary focus is helping people
with chronic conditions who have been
unable to get the care they need through
conventional medicine,” states Albers.
“We search deep to see where specific
ailments are coming from.”
Space Coast Advanced Health also
provides monthly educational health
seminars on various topics, which are free
to the general public and have become
so popular that they require advanced
reservation by phone to ensure a spot.
Further information, educational materials
and scientific studies are available and
constantly updated on the Space Coast
Advanced Health and Space Coast IM
websites. The Facebook site also provides
tips on health and wellness, inspirational
messages, information on upcoming events
and news of groundbreaking therapies.
“Through functional medicine,
nutrition and a wide variety of
revolutionary and innovative practices
and techniques utilized at Space Coast
Advanced Health, we feel we are among
the best in the area to help people return
to health,” states Albers.
Space Coast Advanced Health and
Space Coast Interactive Metronome,
299 N Orlando Ave, Cocoa Beach.
Hours are 8:30 to 5 Monday through
Friday. Call 321-783-1960 to schedule
a consultation or for information
on upcoming free health seminars.
SpaceCoastAdvancedHealth.com.
SpaceCoastIM.com. Facebook.com/
SpaceCoastAdvanced. See ad on page 35.

“Breathe Healthy, Rest Healthy, Sleep Healthy

TRIPLE BONUS
FOR FEBRUARY!

Specializing in
organic latex
mattresses, all-natural
memory-foam
mattresses, healthier
options mattresses,
and organic robes,
linens, & pillows.

• Up to 60% off all mattresses
• Free bedframe or mattress
protector with mattress purchase
• Free professional delivery

Adjustable sets
starting at $1188

*On Mattresses over $599

HOURS:

Mon-Sat 10-6
Sunday 11-5

1125 US1 • VERO BEACH, FL 32960
IN THE DELTA PLAZA, JUST SOUTH OF STAPLES

772-226-5019 • OrganicMattressHaven.com

The Art of Aging Without Illness
Jeanne Maguire, A.P., PhD wants to help you get well and stay well.
Visit today to learn her 5 Steps for vibrant, pain- & illness-free living.
By using Acupuncture, Herbal and Nutritional Medicine
with lifestyle changes, most health concerns can be reversed or
prevented without doing harm elsewhere.

AGELESS NAT URAL MEDICINE

3270 Suntree Blvd. A-2233, Melbourne • 321-757-4047
DrJeanneMaguire.com • On-line Scheduling Available
natural awakenings
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Bird-Watching
for Beginners
Start with a Bird
Feeder and Binoculars
by Sandra Murphy

F

or those that love animals
but can’t provide a home to a
domestic pet, wild birds are just
outside the window. Between 50
and 60 million Americans list birdwatching as a hobby. To start, all we
need is a bird feeder.
For safety and comfort, position
feeders near a tree or bush at least 15
feet from windows. Scott Logan, an
Audubon Society board member in
Sherman Oaks, California, cautions,
“Birds stay alert for predators. An
unmarked window looks like an
escape route. They won’t see the
glass.” Products like Window Alert,
a decal that reflects ultraviolet rays
birds see but humans don’t, can
prevent a crash.
A book on local birds will describe
the best food to attract them,
whether residents or just passing
through. Bluebirds love mealworms.
Hummingbirds like floral nectars and
orioles prefer citrus flavors. Cardinals
and jays dine on sunflower seeds.
Always provide unseasoned, unsalted
seeds. In cold weather, also remember
to hang homemade suet combining
one part organic regular fat peanut
butter with five parts organic, nonGMO (genetically modified) corn
meal. Pour fresh water in the birdbath
daily, change hummingbird nectar
every three days and discard moldy
seeds and old suet.
Feeding year-round doesn’t interfere
with migration, according to the
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Cornell Lab of Ornithology, in Ithaca,
New York. Migration, nest building,
feeding a new family and staying warm
in colder weather require substantial
calories. “American goldfinches are
social and will stay to eat,” adds
Logan. “Blue jays and titmouses are
‘grab-and-go’ birds.”

Join in the Fun
In Arlington, Texas, Cathy Stein, owner
of EclecticDesignChoices.com, will
participate in the Great Backyard
Bird Count this year from February 12
to 15 (Audubon.org/content/aboutgreat-backyard-bird-count). “One easy
resource for identifying birds is Merlin,
the free app from Cornell Lab,” says
Stein. “Take the bird’s picture, which is
helpful in identifying details that can
be overlooked or forgotten otherwise.”
Merlin works like facial recognition for
birds, comparing eyes, beaks and tails
to species in its database by location
(Merlin.AllAboutBirds.org). Audubon’s
free app includes birdcalls (Tinyurl.
com/AudubonFreeBirdApp).
Jon Weber-Hahnsberg, a 12-year-old
volunteer at the Dallas Zoo, and his
seven-member team won last year’s
statewide birding competition hosted by
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
by identifying 72 species in 12 hours.
“Now I’m hooked,” he says. “Outside
the city, there are snowy egrets,
waterfowl, hawks and owls to see.”
National wildlife refuges managed
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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are suitable birding sites for both
novices and pros. Here are some tips
for beginners.
Focus on big, easy-to-see birds.
Sandhill crane tours are a hit in
Mississippi and other Gulf Coast
states (fws.gov/refuge/Mississippi_
Sandhill_Crane).
Concentrate on birds that travel
in flocks. Common redhead ducks
migrate in great numbers to the Texas
coast each winter (Tinyurl.com/
LagunaAtascosaBirdlife).
Look for standouts, birds with
characteristics that capture the
imagination, like the speed of a
peregrine falcon, large wingspan of a
California condor or unusual color of
Florida’s roseate spoonbills. (Visit fws.
gov/refuge/Cape_Meares and fws.gov/
refuge/JN_Ding_Darling.)
In Maine, see puffins at the only
colony that allows visitors to go ashore
for a close-up look (MaineBirdingTrail.

I think the most important
quality in a birdwatcher
is a willingness to stand
quietly and see what
comes. Some people are
very competitive in their
birding. Maybe they’ll
die happy, having seen a
thousand species… but
I’ll die happy knowing I’ve
spent all that quiet time
being present.
~Lynn Thomson, Birding
with Yeats: A Memoir
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com/MachiasSealIsland.htm). Not a
refuge, ownership of the island has
been disputed for two centuries.

Going to the Birds
by Sandra Murphy

Incredible Hobby
“Keeping a life list of birds you’ve seen,
when and where, is not only fun,” says
Nate Swick, author of the recent Birding
for the Curious, in Greensboro, North
Carolina. “It brings back memories
of a time and place. Birding takes
you places you wouldn’t think of.
I’ve bird-watched in local landfills, as
well as in India and Central America.”
A particularly impressive sight was
a shearwater, found 30 to 40 miles
into the Atlantic Ocean off the North
Carolina coast, a species that only
comes to land during breeding season.
“Each bird has an incredible story,”
he says. “Migrating birds that arrive
exhausted and hungry after flying
hundreds of miles will often look for
local birds like chickadees that act as the
welcome wagon, showing where food,
water and a safe rest area can be found.”
Erika Zar, a catalog copywriter
in Madison, Wisconsin, happened
upon the nearby Horicon Marsh Bird
Festival (HoriconMarshBirdClub.com/
for-visitors). “Everyone seemed so
meditative, hiking in quiet groups. It
was peaceful,” she says. “Listing the
birds they saw on checklists was like a
scavenger hunt for adults.”
Zar immediately bought binoculars,
but soon traded them for a better pair.
“Bird-watching opened my eyes to a
new world right in front of me,” she
says joyfully. “I’d just never looked or
listened closely enough before.”
Connect with Sandra Murphy at
StLouisFreelanceWriter@mindspring.com.

Fine Feathered Facts
What to do with a
stranded baby bird:
Tinyurl.com/OrphanedBabyBirds
Comparing bird and human vision:
WindowAlert.com/bird-vision
Find wildlife refuges by state:
fws.gov/refuges
Live bird cams:
Cams.AllAboutBirds.org

C

hris Santella, author of Fifty Places
to Go Birding Before You Die, offers
these top sighting spots.

n Pointe Reyes National Seashore,
California, is on a migration route
between Alaska and Mexico and
renowned as a resting spot for upwards
of 500 species.
n Tucson, Arizona, welcomes
hummingbirds and exotics like the
brilliantly plumed elegant trogon from
the tropics.
n High Island and Galveston, Texas, are
the first stop for birds crossing the Gulf
of Mexico.
n Cape May, New Jersey, hosts
shorebirds year round plus it’s en
route to Canada.
n Monomoy National Wildlife Refuge, in
Chatham, Massachusetts, yields sightings
of shorebirds such as plover, sandpipers
and terns.
n Prairie Pothole Region stretching
from Iowa to Minnesota, Montana
and the Dakotas is especially good for
watching waterfowl.
n Cleveland, Ohio, near Lake Erie,
celebrates hundreds of species flying
to Canada in May. “It’s great for
anybody with a life list,” says Santella.

“You can add scores of species to your
list in one day.”
In the fall, raptors migrate and Birds
AndBlooms.com lists some of the best
spots to watch hawks.
n Hawk Mountain Sanctuary, in
Kempton, Pennsylvania
n Golden Gate Raptor Observatory,
in Sausalito, California
n Hazel Bazemore County Park, in
Corpus Christi, Texas
n Hawk Ridge Bird Observatory, in
Duluth, Minnesota
n Florida Keys Hawkwatch, Curry
Hammock State Park, in Marathon,
Florida
n Cape May Hawk Watch, Cape May
Point State Park, in New Jersey.
As rivers freeze over, eagles migrate
south to follow the food supply, often
near dams where fish gather. During
the spring thaw, they return north to
nest. Prime Wisconsin eagle watching
sites include Lake Pepin, Necedah
Wildlife Refuge, La Crosse, Prairie du
Sac refuge, Sauk City and Wyalusing
State Park. Alton, Illinois, is also along
the Mississippi Flyway for eagles.
Florida eagles tend to stay year-round.
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are always some compromises, but
similar core values and respect for
each other make a good relationship
even better.”
Online dating isn’t just for the
unmarried, post-college crowd.
Widowed and divorced singles also find
it a good way to ease into a renewed
social life. According to a Northwestern
University study, typical benefits include
access to professional matching, a
wider range of singles and better
communications with potential partners.

greenliving

Identifying Candidates

ECO-FRIENDLY DATING
Going Online Makes it Easier
by Avery Mack

A

mericans are staying single
longer these days. Instead
of marrying in our early 20s
like in the 1960s, today we’re more
likely to be upwards of 27 before
committing. Careers and family
obligations are among the factors
causing delays, allowing couples to

learn what really matters before they
walk down the aisle.
“A good partner is someone
that encourages you to be your
authentic self,” says Jill Crosby,
host of the online dating website
NaturalAwakeningsSingles.com from
Mount Shasta, California. “There

Dates can still spring from chance
meetings, fix-ups by friends and family
or workplace encounters, but these
generally have the same success
rate as finding the proverbial needle
in a haystack. Adding must-have
characteristics such as an eco-friendly
lifestyle might land an aspirant in the
shallow end of the dating pool unless it is
pre-screened by a conscious dating site.
Discovering a potential partner
via a dedicated online site enables
members to refine their list of
desired attributes versus dealbreakers, modifying their own profile
accordingly. Elements of success
stories usually include both prospects
keeping an open mind while exploring
a mutually compatible dating site.
Honest communication is the most
vital link in this get-to-know-you
venue, but the goal is to meet, not
become pen pals.

FREE LIVE WEBINAR: Hormone Replacement Therapy:
What it Can & Cannot Do For You!
Do you have questions about hormones, hot flashes, menopause, and more?
Join Board-Certified Gynegocologist, Dr. Donna Ivery for a live,
online webinar, with audience Q&A, from the comfort of your home.
If you are currently going through the change and have questions about Hormone Therapy Options, this educational
webinar is for you. Dr. Ivery will discuss how therapy works, what to do about hot flashes, Bioidentical Hormones, and
some common misconceptions and myths you may have heard.

Free Live W

ebinar!

Tuesday Fe
b 23 - 7:00p
m
Rsv
www.herc p online:
areofbrev
ard.com

Dr. Donna G. Ivery
Board Certified OB-GYN

321-267-3787
4346 S. Hopkins Ave.
Titusville, FL 32780
hercareofbrevard@gmail.com
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When interest proceeds beyond
onsite messaging, texting may
follow, which tends to diminish
fears of saying the wrong thing that
could delay or prevent a more indepth reply. Textpert, a free app that
crowdsources text messages, comes to
the rescue with suggested responses
by other members to help anyone
encountering writer’s block.

Distance Hurdles
Long distance isn’t often a deterrent
when love is right. A California vegan
that spent four years on multiple
vegan dating sites found her match
thousands of miles away in New York
through NaturalAwakeningsSingles.
com. When an eventual first meeting
is more than a quick coffee date, prior
Skype or FaceTime chats can confirm
that the photo is current and messages
were more than pickup lines.
“Technology has made a
tremendous difference in price,
accessibility and reach,” says Crosby.
“Members now post selfies as
headshots, shoot their own videos
and can access potential matches
anywhere in the world.”

Discerning Kindred Spirits
Not all online relationships are love
matches. Sometimes it’s enough to
find like-minded people. “Natural
AwakeningsSingles.com is a safe place
to talk about spiritual awakening
without someone looking at you
like you have three heads. I’ve met
a number of people who speak my
language,” says Sharmaine Monteith,
a sales manager in Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada. “When people care about the
environment, it changes who they are
and how they live. My profile maps
my beliefs and my heart.”
A University of Chicago study asked
20,000 people that married between
2005 and 2012 how they met. One third
said online; half used another kind of
dating service. Another telling statistic
showed that those that met at work, in
a bar or by blind date were 25 percent
more likely to divorce. Researchers think
this is because online daters know each
other better before meeting. When folks
fudge a bit in their profile, it’s mostly
about weight and height.

Green Hot Spots
“It’s easier to find a vegan date in the

produce aisle of the grocery store
than at the beach,” advises April
Masini, a New York City author of four
relationship books and the AskApril.
com advice column. “Whether you’re
looking in person or online for dates,
focus on the areas where you’d
naturally find others who are green
like you.” Community gardens, river
cleanups and Earth Day celebrations
spring to mind.
Make a green impression by
wearing clothing made of sustainable
fabrics and offering a small gift of a
fair trade item, organic chocolates
or native wildflower bouquet. The
choice of going to a locally sourced
restaurant will include an eco-friendly
ride to get there.
A 2014 study by the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics found that 50 percent
of Americans over the age of 16 are
unmarried—yet most believe marriage
is extremely important. With all the
people still looking for love, online
meet-ups can dramatically improve
success.
Connect with the freelance writer via
AveryMack@mindspring.com.

STOP TREATING SYMPTOMS...
FIND REAL SOLUTIONS!
At the corner of
Dairy and Hibiscus
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CALL 321-728-1387 TODAY
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Qigong Healer/Instructor’s Courses - Health Enhancing System
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Ski Season Techniques

fitbody

Gliding Across
Snowscapes
Cross-Country Ski to Explore
Winter’s Wonders
by Randy Kambic

W

hile downhill Alpine skiing offers spurts of intense action in-between
times spent driving to and from resorts and standing in line at lifts, all
that’s needed for Nordic cross-country skiing is a few inches of snow
and strap-on skis to transform any nearby park, wooded trail or spacious backyard
into a quiet, serene eco-playground. The similar dry-land recreation of Nordic
walking that uses poles can be enjoyed year-round.

Both the standard Nordic form of
what’s also known as free-heel skiing
and the more challenging Telemark
style, able to incorporate hilly terrains,
have northern European roots. Crosscountry skis are longer and thinner
than downhill versions. Instead of
placing the entire foot in a bulky,
stiff boot affixed to an alpine ski,
only the toe section of a sneaker-like
boot adheres to a cross-country ski,
enabling a fuller gliding motion.
Gliding over relatively flat terrain
while leaning slightly forward, it’s
important to keep weight evenly
distributed over both skis. Continuously
moving ahead in a left-right-left-right
motion with a long gait creates a fullbody workout as each opposing arm
plants a pole and pushes on it to carry
the skier into the next step.
Cross-country skis aren’t made for
sudden stops, so stay alert; gentle, sideto-side skidding employing both legs or
turning the front of both skis inward to
form a triangle effects stopping. With
experience, the skis can be used more
like long ice skates, pushing both ahead
and outward on them to move slightly
faster on wide, groomed, flat surfaces.
Vermont native Bill Koch, the
only American to win an Olympic
cross-country ski medal—silver at
the 1976 Innsbruck Games—helped
popularize the recreational sport in
America. On February 20, the 2016

Expect to lose 5-15 pounds
in just 10 days!
PLUS re-set your metabolism and
break your addiction to food.

Pennie H. Lost 21 lbs and 21 in.

A smile is a

This is the organic, non-GMO, gluten-free,
vegan cleanse that is sweeping the nation!
Contact: DeDe Webster • 321-917-6711
To order online: Enter code
Webster for $50 off
at MyPuriumGift.com
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curve that sets
everything straight.
~Phyllis Diller
Eddie C. Lost 15 lbs and 6.5 in.
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Slumberland American Birkebeiner,
North America’s largest annual
cross-country ski race, is expected to
attract about 10,000 participants on a
55K course from Cable to Hayward,
Wisconsin (Birkie.com).

Any Season Warm-ups
“Many of the movement patterns of
Alpine and Nordic skiing are similar,”
explains Michael Wood, chief fitness
officer of Koko FitClub (KokoFitClub.
com), which is reflected in a new eightweek Snow Sports program at many
of its 130 locations in 30 states. “Our
Smartraining equipment offers more
than 100 different exercises, many
of them ideal for preparing for crosscountry skiing, like the squat, hip
extension, and trunk and hip rotation.”
For post-ski stretching, he and club
coaches often recommend yoga-type
flows like downward dog, child pose and
the one-legged pigeon move. “We like to
customize programs to enhance dynamic
stretching, intensive knee analysis and
specific routines to improve individual
performance,” says Wood.

Winter Weight Loss
Outdoor winter recreation can help
shed pounds. Harley Pasternak, a
celebrity trainer, nutrition expert and
author, recently reported in Health
magazine, “Being outdoors in the cold
air enables your body to burn more
calories as it makes an effort to warm
up. When you’re chilled, you shiver
and shake, which is your body’s way
of warming itself by increasing its
resting metabolic rate.”
Pasternak says that spending
time outdoors in cold weather can
increase calories burned by as much
as 30 percent and advises, “Take up
ice skating, cross-country skiing or
snowshoeing.”

Anytime, Anywhere Walking
Nordic walking, launched in Finland
in the late 1990s and since spread
throughout Europe, incorporates some
motions similar to cross-country skiing.
Walking while using special poles on dry
land or at the beach extends associated
health and fitness benefits year-round.
Initiated 11 years ago, the American
Nordic Walking Association (anwa.us),

based in Palisades, California, conducts
classes and other events nationwide.
Founder, president and master
coach Bernd Zimmerman reports
significant growth in its popularity
in recent years. “Both cross-country

skiing and Nordic walking are great
full-body workouts that use 90
percent of your muscles and treat
both the upper and lower parts of the
body like machines.”
Suitable for all ages, including those
that have balance or health issues or
can’t run anymore, the walking poles
act as extensions of the hands. Their
rubber or metal tips work on any
surface, such as streets, sidewalks,
gravel, sand, dirt or grass. Compared
to regular walking, Zimmerman
says the Nordic style burns up to 40
percent more calories, tones the arms
and upper body, reduces stress on
knees and joints, and safely boosts
the intensity of exercises to yield
additional heart and lung benefits.
Ski and general sports equipment
retailers that sell and rent equipment
also host informative clinics. Check
out local retailers for local ski club
group outings.
Randy Kambic is an Estero, FL,
freelance writer and editor, including
for Natural Awakenings.

Winter Trips for the Intrepid

E

nthusiasts that have built up stamina might consider taking a multi-day
backcountry or mountainous trek along marked trails. Overnight stays
are offered in lodges, huts or cabins, with many providing cross-country
equipment and showshoes. Here are some examples of the awaiting
adventures.
California and Nevada
Many clubs in Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco and Las Vegas
offer overnight bus trips to cross-country trails in the Lake Tahoe and Sierra
Nevada areas. (BackcountrySkiTours.com)

Colorado
The nonprofit 10th Mountain Division Hut Association was one of the first to
establish a hut-to-hut system, encompassing 350 miles of trails in the Rocky
Mountains. (Huts.org)
Minnesota
Boundary Country Trekking offers stays at various lodges along cross-country
trails in northern Minnesota. (BoundaryCountry.com)
Quebec
A few hours’ drive from New England borders lies plenty of ungroomed
backcountry terrain with stunning views along the 78-mile, 15-hut network in
the Chic-Chic Mountains, near the Gaspé Peninsula Gaspésie Park. (sepaq.com)
Vermont
Try Blueberry Lake Cross Country Center, in East Warren. (BlueberryLakeSkiVt.com)
Wisconsin
Visit Seth Peterson Cottage Conservancy, in Reedsburg. (SethPeterson.org)
natural awakenings
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THE POWER
OF FRIENDSHIP
It Sustains, Nourishes
and Supports Us
by Judith Fertig

For a reason, a season or a lifetime, friends help us cope with challenges,
motivate our best work and celebrate life. Friendships take many forms,
crossing generations and self-imposed boundaries, and even spring up
between unlikely confidants.

C

hildhood friends Matt Damon
and Ben Affleck collaborated on
the Oscar-winning screenplay
for Good Will Hunting. Fierce tennis
competitors Serena Williams and
Caroline Wozniacki like to get together
for a gal-pal getaway after a major
match. Country music artists Garth
Brooks and Trisha Yearwood married
following an 18-year friendship; “We
had a lot more in common than I ever
dreamed we did,” says Brooks.
Rafts of research confirm how
friendship enriches us. Carlin Flora,
of New York City, spent years as a
Psychology Today writer and editor
before penning Friendfluence: The
Surprising Ways Friends Make Us Who
We Are. She notes that among the
varied and perhaps unforeseen benefits,
friendships can help us “shed pounds,
sleep better, stop smoking and even
survive a major illness.”
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An ongoing, two-decade-plus study
of nearly 1,500 seniors by the Flinders
University Centre for Ageing Studies,
in Australia, found those with a large
network of friends outliving others
with the fewest friends by 22 percent.
The University of Chicago National
Opinion Research Center also reports
people with five or more close friends
as 50 percent more likely to describe
themselves as “very happy” than those
maintaining fewer confidants.
“Friends past and present play
powerful and often unappreciated
roles in determining our sense of
self and the direction of our lives,”
says Flora. “Even in a supposedly
meritocratic society, friends give jobs
and assignments to each other, so
having friends that share your career
interests and aspirations can get you
much farther than you could ever get
on your own.”

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

Make New Friends,
Keep the Old
Today, making and keeping friends
can be challenging, due to distance,
frequent life changes, overprotective
parenting and substituting social
media for more intimate face time.
It all makes friendship more fluid
than we might realize, says Shasta
Nelson, the San Francisco founder
of GirlFriendCircles.com, a women’s
friendship matching site and author of
Friendships Don’t Just Happen: The
Guide to Creating a Meaningful Circle
of Girlfriends, plus the upcoming
book, Frientimacy, about deepening
such relationships.
“Most of us replace half of our
close friends every seven years,” says
Nelson. Although this might seem
alarming, she considers it a natural
ebb and flow. “We all need a couple
of very close friends, while others that
come and go might just be what we
currently need—at work or school,
among first-time parents, in a new
neighborhood, starting a job, in
retirement or during some other life
change,” she says.
Canadian Greg Tjosvold, a married
middle school teacher in Vancouver,
Canada, has enjoyed great friendships
with women, including his wife, partly
because he doesn’t relate to men’s
generally competitive nature and interest
in sports. But when a close female friend
moved away, he wanted to expand
his circle to include men. He joined
a group called The Barley Brethren
that sample craft beers and talk about
life. Although not into suds, he values
“having a safe and enjoyable place
to discuss deep issues, victories and
temporary setbacks.” He admits, “That’s
over-simplification, though.” Finding a
group of men he can feel a part of has
validated him, making this unique man
still feel like one of the guys.
Nelson categorizes the concentric
circles of developing friendship as
starting with a mutually agreeable
acquaintance or contact, and then
moving emotionally closer with
someone that we find similarities with.
Then the original bond can enter the
confirmed friend category. A group of
friends, like a longtime book club, can
constitute a community. The highest
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level is the committed friend that has
evolved into a trusted and valuable life
companion.
Sarah Huntsman Reed, a medical
counselor in Kansas City, Missouri, has
such a lifelong friend. She met Doug
Reed, now a pharmacist, when both
were in their high school musical,
Once Upon a Mattress. Reed had a
great sense of humor, Sarah remembers.
“He’s still the most honest yet kindest
person I’ve met,” she says. Soon, their
mothers became friends, too, and the
two teens would pair up for family
weddings. Then she went to college and
married and he moved away; yet they
stayed in touch through mutual friends
and their moms, catching up in person
when he returned to his hometown.
Seventeen years after they first met,
by which time Sarah was divorced, the
two discussed taking their friendship
to the next level and soon married. “It
was a big decision to commit, because
we knew so much about each other,”
she says. “But we prefer each other’s
company, and it was the best thing we
ever did.”

Safety Net
In trying times, friends can surround
us with positive energy, says Madisyn
Taylor, co-founder and editor-in-

chief of the spiritual blog DailyOm,
in Ashland, Oregon. “The people we
love form a protective barrier that
buffers and shields us from many of
the world’s more crippling blows,”
including receiving hurtful slights
from others.
How we make friends has been
altered by today’s social landscape,
which includes working parents and
Amber Alerts. The days of children
freely roaming their neighborhood
discovering friends to play with are,
unfortunately, over, says Jennifer S.
White, a Toledo, Ohio, blogger and
author of The Art of Parenting: Love
Letters from a Mother.
“My long-term friendships from
childhood were all built around being
neighbors and playing together just
because we wanted to,” recalls White.
With today’s safety concerns and
work-life challenges, parents now set
up playdates, a more structured, less
organic way of fostering childhood
friendships, and they must be
proactive to ensure success.
White has some misgivings about
this modern-day approach. “When I
think about that one little gleaming
seed of truth at the heart of why, it’s
often because I don’t think it’s fair that
I have to be a popular ‘playdate mom’
for my kid to have some friends.”

Besties and Buddies

Hallmarks of good
friendship include
staying in touch and
being consistently positive and vulnerable, so as
we reveal ourselves over
time, we can be authentic
with each other.

Automatic playdates—with siblings—
often enhance family ties through
lifelong friendships. Sally Ekus is
a culinary talent representative in
Florence, Massachusetts. Her younger
sister, Amelia, is the general manager
of Twitter Cafe, in New York City, and
lives in Brooklyn. Both foodies have
knife-and-fork tattoos. Sally is more
into meal ingredients and preparation,
while Amelia loves pouring wine and
making sure everyone is comfortable.
“Together,” says Sally, “we create
total hospitality, from lavish Passover
seders to Friday nights with friends.”
She notes that her sister is the only
other person who understands what
the world looks like through the Ekus
girls’ perspective.
Some adults might never meet
face-to-face, but become friends via
social media. American Jamie Schler,

How to Make
Good Friends
by Shasta Nelson

Three Necessary Ingredients
Both friendship and romantic bonds
are developed when three things
occur: We feel satisfied, which
happens when an interaction has
more positivity than negativity. We
feel safe, which comes when we
commit to consistent time with
each other. We feel seen, which
we experience when we practice
revealing ourselves and expressing
vulnerability.
Here’s a formula for creating meaningful
connections: Positivity + Consistency +
Vulnerability = Frientimacy.

Two Steps
It usually takes most people six to
eight interactions with someone new
before they start feeling like friends.
The sooner they schedule such
occasions, the sooner the rewards.
c Be open to making new friends.
c Make the first move; repeat.

One Ratio
To keep a friendship going, remember
that it has to have a positivity-tonegativity ratio of at least five-to-one.
That means sharing five times more fun
and feel-good moments than stressors
that can range from disappointments
and frustrations to jealousies. By
definition, to be and keep a good
friend requires that both parties bring
satisfying positivity to the relationship.
Source: Adapted from Frientimacy:
How to Deepen Friendships for
Lifelong Intimacy by Shasta Nelson;
scheduled for release in March.
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Everyone from
contemporary scientists
to ancient philosophers
agrees that having
strong social bonds
is probably the most
meaningful contributor
to happiness.
~Gretchen Rubin, author of
The Happiness Project
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co-owner of the Hotel Diderot, in
Chinon, France, with her nativeborn husband, says, “Social media
[especially Facebook posts] is how I
meet and make personal friends and
keep in touch on a daily basis. As
an expat, this is important because I
often feel far from family and friends
that understand me, share common
interests and ideas and speak the same
language—and I don’t necessarily
mean English.” Her high-tech circle
ranges from hometown pals to new
friends in the food community and
political forums. She raves, “It’s a
place where I find them all at the
same time!”
Nelson remarks, “No one is saying
Facebook should replace visits, nights
out and phone calls, but in a world
where most of us wish we felt closer
to a few more people, it doesn’t hurt
to use every tool at our disposal for
creating connections.”
Differences in age needn’t be
a hurdle in forging friendships.
Candelaria Silva-Collins, an arts
marketing professional in Boston,
attended area social gatherings
where she regularly encountered a
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museum director and his wife. “They
seemed like a fantastic couple,” she
says, and began a friendship with
the older woman, despite their being
from different generations. “My friend
teaches me a lot about being vital and
vibrant,” she says.

Expanding Circles
Becoming friends with people of
different ages, languages and social
standing gives us a spiritual workout,
advises Nelson. With a master’s degree
in divinity, Nelson views friendship
as a type of health club in which we
develop our empathy, forgiveness and
compassion muscles through practice.
“Friendships are the way we become
better people,” she says.
Furthermore, the process, especially
with people unlike us, leads to a better
world. “Being able to inherently care
for people we know makes it easier
to do the same for people we’ve not
met yet,” says Nelson. World peace
happens one friend at a time.
Freelance writer Judith Fertig also blogs at
AlfrescoFoodAndLifestyle.blogspot.com
from Overland Park, KS.
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YOUR MOUTH
TELLS A STORY
Functional Dentistry Connects Oral
Health to Sleep Apnea and Heart Disease
by Linda Sechrist

T

he focus of functional medicine—
whole person health care—easily
expands to include dentists trained
in oral systemic health. Currently
embraced by a small percentage of
today’s farsighted dentists and doctors,
this relatively new field of prevention
and wellness views the mouth as a key
portal when considering the status of the
whole body. Similar to the way doctors of
Oriental medicine assess the heart’s pulse
to help diagnose health issues throughout
the body, these systemic health dentists
consider the gums, tongue, teeth and
throat to be key signals of overall health.

American Academy for Oral Systemic
Health (AAOSH) Executive Director
Bobbie Delsasso was a periodontal
hygienist for more than 30 years before
becoming a consultant and public speaker
on the larger perspective. “I taught patients
about the importance of good nutrition
and alerted them to consult their physician
regarding what their mouth health might
indicate about their body’s health,” she
says. While the academy educates dental
professionals to understand the internal
workings of nutrition and what the mouth
reveals about overall well-being, “Less
than 6 percent of physicians even learn
adequate basics of nutrition in medical
schools,” she notes.

Cardiovascular Health Links
Beyond nutrition, academy curricula
for dentists now include such
titles as Arteriology and Vascular
Inflammation – The Oral/Systemic
Connection, based on a course
designed for medical professionals
by physician Bradley Bale and
Amy Doneen, an advanced
registered nurse practitioner, cofounders of the Bale/Doneen
Method for the prevention
of heart attack, stroke and
diabetes. Mike Milligan,
a doctor of dental medicine,
founder of Eastland Dental
Center, in Bloomington, Illinois,
and AAOSH president, explains that
heart attack and stroke are triggered by
an inflammatory process which can be
initiated or exacerbated by periodontal
disease and abscessed teeth.
Thomas Nabors, a doctor of dental
surgery and an authority in molecular
analysis and genetic risk assessment
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for periodontal diseases, provides
clinical proof that supports the growing
association between medicine and
dentistry. “Since our inaugural AAOSH
conference [in 2010], Bradley, Amy
and Tom have continued to provide the
current science and clinical backdrop
to the oral/systemic connection to
cardiovascular wellness,” says Milligan.

Respiratory Health Links
Other vital advances in oral systemic
health involve treating airway concerns
such as snoring and sleep apnea.
“Snoring is typically caused by muscles
and tissues relaxing in the throat and
mouth, resulting in decreased space
in the airway passage and vibration
of tissues. Eventually, individuals
can develop sleep apnea, which can
also result in hypertension and other
problems,” advises Milligan.
In sleep apnea, the sleeper’s breathing
pauses often or produces hypopnea,
slowed or shallow breathing for 10 or
more seconds at a time. Fewer than five
episodes per hour is normal, with five
to 15 considered mild apnea, 15 to 30
moderate and more than 30 severe.
Although 20 percent of Americans
may have sleep apnea—typically
associated with insomnia, tiredness and
less oxygen in the body—95 percent of
affected individuals go undiagnosed. To
help, Milligan suggests that before going
to bed we lower the thermostat in the
bedroom and avoid drinking alcohol,
smoking, watching television or working
on a computer.
Improved breathing helps assuage
snoring, sleep apnea, asthma, hay fever
and nasal congestion. Milligan cites
Patrick McKeown’s work, explained
in his book The Oxygen Advantage.
An authority on the Buteyko Breathing
Method, McKeown explains how
improved breathing dramatically improves
oxygenation, releases more energy and
supports lifelong health and well-being.
Muscle retraining using orofacial
myofunctional therapy can help
prevent sleep apnea and also abate
temporomandibular joint disorders. This
new field is concerned with orofacial
functional patterns and postures when
teeth are apart, their status 95 percent
of each day and night. It also retrains
muscles to keep the tongue at the roof
of the mouth and the lips together to
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prevent breathing through the mouth,
correct swallowing function and eliminate
poor oral habits such as thumb sucking.
Three mechanical treatments for sleep
apnea include mandibular advancement
oral devices used to move the lower jaw
forward, a continuous positive airway
pressure machine to aid airway functioning,
or surgery, which is the last resort. “The real
opportunity for catching and preventing
this is with children 5 to 10 years old, when
their jaws are developing,” says Milligan.
He further cites links discovered between
the mouth and brain. “Oral spirochetes,
which normally live in the mouth, have
been found in the brains of Alzheimer’s
patients. Dr. Judith Miklossy, from the
International Association for Alzheimer’s,
spoke at an AAOSH conference about the
link between oral bacteria and dementia,
and Garth Ehrlich, Ph.D., professor
of microbiology, immunology and
otolaryngology at Drexel University College
of Medicine, addressed rheumatoid arthritis
and certain types of cancers.
All of these links are more than enough
reasons why good oral hygiene is essential
to good health,” says Milligan.

HEALTH CONNECTIONS DENTISTRY
Mercury-free, Ozone, & Anti-aging Dentistry
Snoring & Sleep Apnea Options
Nutrition • Smile Makeovers
Headaches • TMJ Therapy
Non-extraction Braces for Children & Adults
Only Brevard provider for the DNA Appliance®

Claire Stagg, DDS, MS, FAACP

SLEEP APNEA

How Would You Like To Be Treated?

CPAP

ORAL APPLIANCE

For alternatives call Dr. Claire Stagg
HEALTH CONNECTIONS
2120 Highway A1A, Indian Harbour Beach

321-777-2797
SmileProfessionals.com

Linda Sechrist is a senior staff writer for Natural
Awakenings. Connect at ItsAllAboutWe.com.

LOCAL DENTAL
RESOURCES

AN OASIS FOR YOUR WELL-BEING

SMILE DESIGN AND
WELLNESS CENTER
Dr. Chris Edwards
Dr. Rob Brown
Viera, 321-751-7775
SDICFL.com
Innovative, comprehensive,
biologic dentistry. Mercury
safe removal, high tech office,
low radiation digital x-rays.
Lasers-no shot, no drill. Ozone
therapy. See ad on page 44.

CLAIRE STAGG, DDS, PA
Comprehensive Mercury Free Dental
Care for the Whole Family
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-777-2797
SmileProfessionals.com
Whole body connections and antiaging Dentistry advanced nonsurgical TMJ, snoring and sleep
breathing disorders therapy, head,
neck and facial pain treatment,
non-extraction orthodontics, smile
makeovers and dentistry for patients with multiple
chemical sensitivities. See ad on page 19.

Joanna Helms,
BA, RH (AHG)

Registered Herbalist
American Herbalist Guild

321-779-4647

Handmade:

Soaps • Salves • Lotions • Teas
Custom Herbal Formulations
Private Consultations • Tinctures
And More...

Hours:

1300 Pinetree Drive, Suite 3
Indian Harbour Beach
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Sign up for our email newsletter

Weekly Classes Available

2016 Fundamentals of
Herbalism Certification
Course begins in March!
Call and reserve your spot
for either individual classes
or the entire course.

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY!
Stop by for your Valentines gifts! Give your valentine a chocolatey
surprise with Spicy Chocolate Lotion, Soap and Bath Salts.
10% OFF LOVE LIFE TEA FOR VALENTINE’S DAY!
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consciouseating

You can create healthy,
delicious water at home!
Sales, installation & service of
carbon filtration, reverse osmosis
water systems and softeners

“Expert advice is a call away”
Family-owned business since 1990
30 years plumbing experience
Serving Titusville to Barefoot Bay
For your Free Estimates, call

321-726-9664

Ancient Grains
for Modern Palates
Gluten-Free and Eco-Friendly
Grains Gain Favor

Facebook.com/AAAHWaterGuy

by Judith Fertig

A

ncient grains are making a
comeback. Grown since
Neolithic times about 10,000
years ago, varieties of barley, corn,
millet and rice have helped assuage
the hunger of many communities.
Today, yellow millet, dark red wholegrain sorghum, brown quinoa and
exotic black rice can help alleviate
food shortages.
According to Harry Balzer, an
expert surveyor of food and diet trends
with The NPD Group, concerns about
grains and gluten have prompted
about a third of Americans to try to
cut back on both since 2012. About 1
percent of the population has celiac
disease, estimates the Celiac Disease
Foundation, but many more prefer
not to eat gluten. Many ancient grains
are naturally gluten-free, including
amaranth, buckwheat, millet, quinoa,
rice and teff.
“Some think that a grain-free way
of eating is healthier and also better
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for the planet,” says food writer Maria
Speck, of Cambridge, Massachusetts,
author of Ancient Grains for Modern
Meals and Simply Ancient Grains.
“But that may be too simplistic, a
characteristic of many diet trends.”

Better for Our Health
Whole grains fill us up and provide
fiber, both necessary for maintaining
optimum digestion and weight, says
Kathleen Barnes, a widely published
natural health expert in Brevard,
North Carolina.
Eating more whole grains has been
previously associated with a lower
risk of major diseases such as Type 2
diabetes and cardiovascular disease,
based on studies by the University of
Minnesota and Lund University, in
Sweden. Qi Sun, assistant professor in
the Harvard School of Public Health
department of nutrition, agrees that
whole grains are one of the major
healthful foods for prevention of
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major chronic diseases. He’s the lead
author of a new Harvard study of data
associating consumption of whole
grains with a 9 percent reduction in
overall mortality and up to 15 percent
fewer cardiovascular fatalities during
two 25-year-long research initiatives
that followed 74,000 woman
and 43,000 men. The researchers
cited substituting whole grains for
refined grains and red meat as likely
contributors to longer life.
“Whole grains are nutritional
powerhouses, packed with vitamins,
minerals, antioxidants, beneficial fiber
and even some protein,” observes
Speck. With a German father and a
Greek mother, she grew up in two
cultures where grains are a part
of everyday meals. “We eat them
because they taste good.”

Better for Local Farmers
Sourcing and eating more organic
and GMO-free whole grains (absent
modified genetics) can help support
local farmers, Speck maintains.
Choose barley from Four Star Farms,
in Massachusetts; heirloom grits
from Anson Mills, in South Carolina;

quinoa from White Mountain Farm, in
Colorado; or heirloom Japanese rice
from Koda Farms, in California.

Better for the Planet
Ancient grains require fewer natural
resources to plant, grow and harvest.
According to the Water Footprint
Network, a pound of beef, millet
and rice require 1,851, 568 and 300
gallons of water, respectively, to
produce.
Substituting grains in diets is a
sustainable alternative to meat,
and they grow on grasslands that
now inefficiently support livestock.
According to University of Cambridge
Professor of Engineering David
MacKay, it takes about 25 times more
energy to produce one calorie of beef
than one calorie of natural grain.
Ancient grains can add variety and
flavor to meals and a wealth of them
are as close as the gluten-free aisle
of a neighborhood grocery or health
food store.

by Maria Speck

I

Amaranth. The seed head of pigweed,
amaranth can be baked into a custard
or added to a soup. Grown by the
Aztecs, iron- and protein-rich amaranth
can be popped raw in a skillet like
popcorn, and then added as garnish to
soups and salads.
Buckwheat. The seeds of a plant related
to rhubarb and grown in northern

Forget any preconceived notions of
Yoga you may have - our classes are
designed to be different – blending
the best of traditional yoga practices
with practical modifications to serve
our age-diverse community.
All Skill Levels Welcome! Beginners to
Advanced - Classes 7 Days a Week

321-428-4888
InnovationYogaLLC.com
714 South Patrick Dr • Satellite Beach
Patio Plaza Shopping Center - Corner of South
Patrick/Shearwater Dr. - Behind Suntree Café

Judith Fertig blogs at AlfrescoFood
AndLifestyle.blogspot.com from
Overland Park, KS.

Favorite Ancient Grains
t’s best to cook up a batch of ancient
grains ahead on the weekend for use
during a busy week. To inject more
color and flavor, add a pinch of saffron
to turn the cooking water golden, or
cook the grains in pomegranate juice.
Cooked grain keeps in the refrigerator
for up to seven days, ready to enhance
salads, soups, yogurt or desserts.

Are you looking for a
peaceful and friendly place
for exercise, stretching,
and clearing your mind?

climates, buckwheat can be ground
into flour for savory French crepes or
simmered whole in soup.
Quinoa. Grown at high altitudes,
quinoa has become a popular addition
to salads or yogurt, as well as its own
side dish.
Millet. A tiny, drought-tolerant grain,
millet can be added to bread dough for
texture or cooked as a healthy breakfast
with toasted almonds and cardamom.
Teff. From Ethiopia, the flour of this tiny
grain is fermented and used to make
the flatbread known as injera. Try a teff
waffle with caramelized pineapple.
Source: Adapted from Simply Ancient
Grains by Maria Speck.

WE LOVE YOUR
PETS FOR LESS!
We have the best prices, ALWAYS.

Pups-N-Things
(Pets Discount)
Selling name brand supplies and premium
and super premium natural pet foods:
Stella and Chewy Frozen and Freeze Dried
Orijen • Acana • Zignature • Taste of the Wild
Fromm • Wild Calling • Earthborne• Mauri
Canine Caviar • Tiki • Evangers • & more

Grooming
by Brenda,
42 years of
experience.
LAKE WASHINGTON SQUARE
2447 N. Wickham Rd. • Melbourne

321-241-4632

BRING IN THE AD FOR 10% OFF ONE
FOOD ITEM OR 20% OFF PET SUPPLIES
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Cooking with Ancient Grains
Stir in the buckwheat groats and cook,
stirring occasionally and monitoring,
until the grains take on some color,
about 2 minutes.

Buckwheat and Beet Soup
Yields: 4 servings
1 Tbsp extra virgin olive oil
1½ cups chopped red onion
(1 medium)
¾ tsp fine sea salt
2 tsp minced garlic (2 cloves)
¼ tsp dried thyme
¾ tsp dried savory or ½ tsp more
dried thyme
¾ cup raw buckwheat groats
(not kasha)
4 cups low-sodium vegetable broth
¼ tsp freshly ground black pepper
2 cups raw shredded beets, preferably
red (1 large or 2 small)
1 to 2 tsp honey
1 cup purified water (approximately)
2 tsp sherry vinegar, or more
as needed

Decrease the heat to maintain a
simmer, cover and cook until the
buckwheat is tender, about 15 minutes.
While it simmers, prepare the horseradish
yogurt topping: Combine the horseradish,
salt and pepper in a small bowl and beat
until smooth using a fork. Season with
more salt and pepper to taste.
To finish, stir in the beets and 1 tsp of
the honey and then add about 1 cup of
water to reach a preferred consistency.

Horseradish Yogurt
¾ cup whole milk or 2% Greek yogurt
3 Tbsp retail horseradish, with liquid
¼ tsp fine sea salt
¼ tsp freshly ground black pepper

Remove the pot from the heat, cover
and allow to sit for 5 minutes until the
vegetables soften.
Add the vinegar and taste for seasoning.
Depending on the beets’ sweetness,
maybe add another teaspoon of honey
and a bit more vinegar to balance it,
and perhaps a tad more salt and pepper.
The seasoning is forgiving because the
topping will bring the flavors together.

To make the soup, heat a large heavy
saucepan over medium heat. Swirl in
the oil and wait until it shimmers.
Add the onion and ¼ tsp of the salt. Stir
occasionally, until the onion just starts
to brown at the edges, about 5 minutes.

Ladle the soup into four bowls, garnish
with a dollop of the yogurt topping and
serve at once.

Stir in the garlic and the herbs thyme
and savory, and then cook, stirring,
until fragrant, about 1 minute. Watch
closely, so as not to burn the pieces.

Cardamom-Infused
Black Rice Porridge with
Blueberries and Pistachios
Yields: 4 to 6 servings

Photo by Erin Kunkel © 2015

Black Rice
¾ cup black rice
2 whole green cardamom pods
1½ cups boiling purified water
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Add the broth (beware of splatter), the
remaining ½ tsp salt and the pepper
and bring to a boil, scraping the bottom
of the pan.

Porridge
1 cup half-and-half, plus more
as needed
3 Tbsp maple syrup, or more as needed
¾ tsp ground cardamom
1 cup fresh or frozen blueberries

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

4 to 6 Tbsp pomegranate seeds,
for garnish
3 Tbsp lightly toasted chopped plain
pistachios, for garnish
Start the rice the night before: Add
the rice and cardamom pods to a
large, heavy saucepan. Pour over the
boiling water, cover and let sit at room
temperature or overnight (or chill,
covered, for up to 2 days).
The next morning, make the porridge:
Add 1 cup of half-and-half, the maple
syrup and ground cardamom to the
saucepan with the rice, cover and bring
to a boil over medium-high heat.
Uncover, decrease the heat to retain a
lively simmer, and cook, stirring once
occasionally, until the rice is tender
with a slight chew, 5 to 7 minutes.
Remove the cardamom pods, if
preferred. Add the blueberries and
simmer gently until they are warmed
through, 1 to 2 minutes more.
To finish, add ¼ to ½ cup more halfand-half to reach a desired consistency.
Taste for sweetness and adjust with
more maple syrup if needed.
Divide between 4 to 6 breakfast bowls.
Top each bowl with 1 tablespoon of
pomegranate seeds and 1 teaspoon of
chopped pistachios. Serve warm.
All recipes adapted from Simply
Ancient Grains or Ancient Grains
for Modern Meals, by Maria Speck,
courtesy of Ten Speed Press.
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Why do I still have Thyroid Symptoms
Symptoms,
if my Lab Ranges are Normal?
It can be frustrating when your blood test results are normal but your
health isn’t. Don’t spend another day feeling lousy, call 321-783-1960.

Do you suffer from:
Fatigue/Low Energy
Depression • Chronic Pain
Diﬃculty Losing Weight
Brain Fog • Constipation
Thinning or Brittle Hair

$67 Evaluation (Regularly $250)
Call about a DRUG FREE alternative
that will CHANGE YOUR LIFE!
In May of this year, I was reading a newspaper
and noticed a seminar that was being oﬀered
by Dr. Alukonis about hypothyroidism. As soon
as I heard Dr. Alukonis, I was sold on what he
had to oﬀer as far as ﬁnding the underlying
causes of my chronic conditions. Eight years
prior, I had nearly been killed by being hit by
a car which triggered a multitude of chronic
conditions such as terrible psoriasis, weight gain, gout, high
blood pressure, brittle nails, hair falling out and was on the
border of becoming a diabetic.
Dr. Alukonis and his team have gotten me on the
path of health. I am currently down from 164 lbs to 142 lbs
walk better, psoriasis is almost completely gone, more energy,
feel better and get complimented daily and how much
improvement there is in my looks. I encourage anyone who is
suﬀering from a chronic condition to reach out to Dr. Alukonis’
oﬃce, he is an amazing man, kind and here to help the people.
~Ms. Tequila Persinger

FIND OUT WHY…
• There is a mechanism usually
ignored by doctors that causes
90% of hypothyroidism in the US
• There are speciﬁc foods that
should be avoided at all costs with
thyroid disease
• You still have thyroid symptoms
even when you are taking Synthroid
Want to learn more
first hand? We have
complimentary monthly
workshops! Please call
for our next date.

321-783-1960
Dr. Steve Alukonis, D.C., DABCO

Space Coast Advanced Health
299 North Orlando Ave • Cocoa Beach

SpaceCoastAdvancedHealth.com

THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR TO BE REIMBURSED FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT
THAT IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISING FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED OR REDUCED FEE, SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

reactivity, impulsiveness and violent
solutions are modeled, yoga empowers
children to pause and take a breath so
they can own what’s happened, move
through it and move on.”
“I like yoga because it makes me feel
like there is calm all around me,” says
8-year-old Biko Cooper.
Dee Marie, the Boulder, Colorado,
founder and executive director of
Calming Kids, a nonprofit program that
integrates yoga into the classroom to
foster a nonviolent atmosphere, says,
“When a child learns through yoga how
to feel a sense of themselves and begins
to understand their self-worth and stand
tall in their power, they can begin to
regulate their breath and their emotions.”
These invaluable skills stay with
children through adulthood.

healthykids

Mindful Minutes
for
Little
Ones
Yoga Helps Kids Focus and Relax
by Julianne Hale

A

merican kids’ school, after-school
and weekend schedules now
rival the hectic pace of their
multitasking parents. Like their adult
counterparts, youngsters need time to
decompress from the pressures of life and
be present in their own skin, and yoga
provides the tools to accomplish this.
Most adults take to their yoga mat to
create harmony in their body and mind,
increase flexibility and balance, build
muscle tone and strength, and because it
makes them feel great. These same benefits
apply to children as their developing
bodies and minds respond to yoga on a
deep level, both on and off the mat.

Start with Watching Breath
“Breathing and mindfulness practices
are important for children,” explains
Mariam Gates, the Santa Cruz,
California, creator of the Kid Power Yoga
Program and author of Good Morning
Yoga and the upcoming Good Night
Yoga. “There is so much that children
are not in control of in their everyday
lives; to give them a way to physically
process their experience, to self-soothe
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and find their own internal source of
strength, is crucial.”
“Having kids experience simply
paying attention to their breath as it
comes all the way in and moves all the
way out can serve them well in every
area of their lives going forward,” says
Gates. In the classroom, it transfers
to learning skills benefited by the
ability to focus.
From toddlers to teens,
children can have a difficult
time processing and controlling
their emotions, which are vital
life skills. Carla Tantillo,
founder of Mindful
Practices, a Chicago-area
wellness organization,
has found that yoga
and the practice of
mindfulness help
children express
themselves in
constructive
ways. She
observes, “In any
situation, especially
in communities where

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

Step into Yoga Together
Educators are starting to take notice of
yoga’s benefits for children, including
those with attention deficit disorders
or autism, but yoga practice is still
rare among school-age children. As
encouragement, “Make it fun,” advises
Gates. “It’s essential to create experiences
that feel accessible and enjoyable for
kids. They must feel empowered to do it
themselves and take over the experience.”
Six-year-old Carmen Wheeler likes
doing yoga with her dad. “Yoga gets me
feeling strong and it really calms me
down,” she says. Music can help children
relax and focus during their practice.
Soothing basic instrumentals are good to
start; an Internet search for yoga music for
kids reveals many options.
Parents can assist by
incorporating yoga into a child’s
daily bedtime ritual. “Do whatever
they are willing to do with them,”
counsels Marie. “Start by lying on
the bedroom floor, doing stretches
and focusing on breathing.
Then move to the bed and
teach some relaxation and
visualization techniques.”
Marie cautions parents
against insisting that their
child’s yoga practice
mirror their own. “We
have to meet children
where they are.” Adults
think that yoga has to
look a certain way, but
sometimes children don’t
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necessarily want to do the postures
we’re familiar with. The best teaching
reaches each individual child in a way
that resonates with them because yoga is
a lifestyle, not an exercise regimen,” she
says. Yoga novices and parents that prefer
specific guidance can take advantage
of local studio classes for children and
families or use DVDs, online streaming
services and instruction books.
Kevin Day, age 5, regularly starts his
days with a Boat pose. “I like it because
you can do it with a friend,” he says.
Lisa Flynn, the Dover, New Hampshire,
founder and chief executive officer of
ChildLight Yoga and Yoga 4 Classrooms, is
optimistic about the future. “In 10 years,
I envision social and emotional learning,
yoga, and mindfulness integrated at every
school and mandated by educational
policy,” she says. In addition to improved
physical, social, emotional and cognitive
health and wellness of the students,
teachers and parents, she foresees
“a positive shift in the overall school
climate.”

Julianne Hale is a freelance writer and
Natural Awakenings franchise magazine
editor in Cleveland, TN.

Cultivating Mindfulness
in the Classroom
by Julianne Hale

W

hen Scott Frauenheim, director
of the Chicago International
Charter School (CICS) West Belden,
noticed that some students in his
kindergarten through eighth grade
urban classrooms were not fully
engaged, he decided to focus
the 2014-2015 school year on
mindfulness for both students and
faculty. He enlisted the help of
Mindful Practices, a Chicago-based
school wellness organization
founded by Carla Tantillo.
Using the strategies
Tantillo recommends in her
book Cooling Down Your
Classroom, teachers were
taught to involve students in
mindful minutes—short bursts of
simple yoga poses, breathing exercises
and other techniques—to cultivate

Enjoy Life

YOGA TEACHER TRAINING!
Follow your Passion - Find your Purpose!

IT IS YOURS FOR THE TAKING
NOW AND FOR YOUR FUTURE!
Entelev® •

PROTOCEL® • Cancell

mindfulness. The initiative proved to
be powerful and helpful, explains
Frauenheim. “Soon students were able
to identify areas of personal need
throughout the day and cultivate
mindfulness within themselves
using what they learned.”
The program concluded
last year, but CICS West
Belden teachers and students
continue to use designated time
to practice mindfulness in the
morning and as a classroom
mental reset when they notice
that students are distracted
or unfocused during the day.
Mindful Practices’ innovative
programs have achieved similar
success in other elementary,
middle and high schools in the
Chicago area.

®

Powerful Antioxidant

Alicia Chapman Mauldin
Lead Trainer, Transcending Yoga
ERYT 200, RCYT, CYKT

Get your FREE guide to Yoga Teacher
Training at TrainingWithAlicia.com
Learn what teacher
trainees learn!

4 hour Educational Workshops
OPEN to the public

•
•
•
•
•

Visit Protocel.com

Foundational Alignment
Hands On Assisting
Functional Anatomy
Subtle Energies
Sequencing and more
CEUs available for
yoga teachers

BE CERTIFIED IN
JUST 8 WEEKENDS
(Sat 9-8pm, Sun 9-6pm)
Mention this ad for $100 off
Trainings limited to 10 amazing students.
Other Training Formats:

Daytime Immersion (Mon-Fri)
Summer Intensive (15 days)

Call 321-222-1090 or email
Alicia@TranscendingYoga.com for more information
natural awakenings
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ADVERTORIAL

Start the Year Right with Detoxiﬁed Iodine

{

Give Your Body the Natural Boost it Needs

Satisfied
Customers

}

I feel much more energetic, my
thoughts are extremely clear, and my
entire body feels more in balance.
/BUVSBM"XBLFOJOHT Detoxiﬁed Iodine
is the only change in my daily routine
over the last 45 days. The way I feel
today is better than at any point in
my life that I can remember.
_+BNFT

I’ve been taking this product for over
a year and no single supplement, diet
or approach (I have tried lots) has
had as great an impact as this. I have
my energy back, my metabolism is
back on track and my mind is clear
and the depression has lifted. I love
this product and wish more people
knew about it. I think many of us are
deﬁcient in iodine and it can bring
balance to the body. Thank you, thank
you /BUVSBM"XBLFOJOHT for offering it!
_1BNFMB

Proper iodine supplementation with a high-quality product
like Natural Awakenings Detoxiﬁed Iodine can prevent harm
by protecting the thyroid and other endocrine glands
and restoring proper hormone production.

A Few Drops Can
Change Your Life!
You could feel better, lose
weight or increase energy
and mental clarity with a few
drops of Natural Awakenings
DETOXIFIED IODINE daily in water
or topically on the skin.
The supplementation of iodine,
an essential component of the
thyroid, has been reported to give
relief from:
t%FQSFTTJPO
t8FJHIU(BJO
t'JCSPNZBMHJB
t-PX&OFSHZ
t)ZQPUIZSPJEJTN
t)ZQFSUIZSPJEJTN
t3BEJBUJPO
t#BDUFSJB
t7JSVTFT

$19.99QMVTTIJQQJOHtCUMXFFLTVQQMZ
Order today, available only at

ShopNaturalAwakenings.com
or call: 888-822-0246

Like us on Facebook at Natural Awakenings Webstore

The Hidden Deficiency
)BWJOHUIFQSPQFSBNPVOUPGJPEJOFJOPVS
TZTUFNBUBMMUJNFTJTDSJUJDBMUPPWFSBMMIFBMUI 
ZFUUIFAmerican Journal of Clinical Nutrition
mOET UIBU JPEJOF EFmDJFODZ JT JODSFBTJOH
ESBTUJDBMMZJOMJHIUPGBOJODSFBTJOHMZBOFNJD
OBUJPOBM EJFU PG VOQSPOPVODFBCMF BEEJUJWFT
BOE TFDSFU  VOMBCFMFE JOHSFEJFOUT 5IJT
EFmDJU OPX BGGFDUT OFBSMZ UISFFRVBSUFST PG
UIFQPQVMBUJPO

Causes of Iodine Deficiency

Radiation

Almost everyone is routinely exposed
to iodine-depleting radiation

Low-Sodium Diets

Overuse of zero-nutrient salt substitutes
in foods leads to iodine depletion

Iodized Table Salt

Iodized salt may slowly lose its iodine
content by exposure to air

Bromine

A toxic chemical found in baked goods
overrides iodine's ability to aid thyroid

Iodine-Depleted
Soil
Poor farming techniques have led to
declined levels of iodine in soil

A Growing Epidemic
4ZNQUPNTSBOHFGSPNFYUSFNFGBUJHVFBOE
XFJHIU HBJO UP EFQSFTTJPO  DBSQBM UVOOFM
TZOESPNF  IJHI CMPPE QSFTTVSF  mCSPDZTUJD
CSFBTUTBOETLJOBOEIBJSQSPCMFNT5IJTMBDL
PGFTTFOUJBMJPEJOFDBOBMTPDBVTFJOGFSUJMJUZ 
KPJOU QBJO  IFBSU EJTFBTF BOE TUSPLF -PX
JPEJOFMFWFMTBMTPIBWFCFFOBTTPDJBUFEXJUI
CSFBTUBOEUIZSPJEDBODFSTBOEJODIJMESFO
JOUFMMFDUVBM EJTBCJMJUZ  EFBGOFTT  BUUFOUJPO
EFmDJFOUIZQFSBDUJWJUZEJTPSEFS "%)% BOE
JNQBJSFE HSPXUI  BDDPSEJOH UP TUVEJFT CZ
#PTUPO 6OJWFSTJUZ BOE UIF 'SFODI /BUJPOBM
"DBEFNZPG.FEJDJOF

What to Do
5IF FBTZ TPMVUJPO JT UBLJOH UIF SJHIU LJOE
PG JPEJOF JO UIF SJHIU EPTBHF UP SFCBMBODF
UIZSPJE GVODUJPO BOE SFTUPSF IFBMUI UP UIF
XIPMFCPEZ
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Own a Natural Awakenings Magazine
Our publishers ranked us among the highest
in franchise satisfaction for our
Training, Support, Core Values and Integrity!
As a Natural Awakenings publisher,
you can enjoy learning about healthy
and joyous living while working from
your home and earn a good income
doing something you love!

No publishing experience is necessary.
You’ll work for yourself but not by
yourself. We offer a complete training
and support system that allows you to
successfully publish your own magazine.
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Natural Awakenings is now expanding into
new markets across the U.S. Contact us
about starting a magazine in a community
of your choice or acquiring an existing publication for sale highlighted in red below.

Natural Awakenings publishes in over 95
markets across the U.S. and Puerto Rico.
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For more information, visit our website
NaturalAwakeningsMag.com/mymagazine
or call 239-530-1377
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DEADLINE: All listings must be received by the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Calendar events must be submitted online at: www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com.
MARK YOUR CALENDAR (MYC): Ensure your listing is noticed first! Highlight your
calendar listing for $40 per inch, two inch minimum, prepaid by the 10th of the month prior.
SAVE THE DATE: Take advantage of this early exposure for your upcoming workshop or
event. Listings are $50, prepaid by the 10th of the month prior. Free to Display Advertisers!

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 2
Access Consciousness Bars & Exchange – 11am1pm. Practitioners gift and receive a Bars session,
others receive a mini Bars session. Latest Access
Consciousness concepts discussed too. $10 for practitioners, $20 for others. Awareness Center (MM28899),
633C Brevard Ave., Cocoa Village. 321-261-5975.
OurAwarenessCenter.com.
Headaches and Migraines: A Thing of the Past –
6-7pm. Learn natural solutions for stress headaches,
tension headaches, migraines, allergies, sinus headaches, and menstrual headaches. Free. Alternative
Medicine Family Care Center, 3408 Aviation Blvd.,
Vero Beach. 772-778-8877.

will receive many tools for your spiritual toolkit. Preregistration is required. Fee includes manual that must
be read in advance. CEs for nurses and Florida LMTs.
Early registration is encouraged. $410. Inspired Heart,
1420 Old Dixie Highway, Vero Beach. 772-696-1910.
Friends After Diagnosis – 10-11am. Breast cancer
support group for survivors, caregivers and loved ones.
Meets the first Saturday of each month in Sebastian. Sebastian River Medical Center, 13695 U.S. 1, Sebastian.
772-978-9392. FriendsAfterDiagnosis.com.

Advanced Reiki Training is a powerful course. You will
learn how to use the Usui Master Symbol and Tibetan
Shaman techniques to heal the mind, body and spirit.
$300 includes manual, symbol, attunements, instruction and plenty of practice time. Spark of Divine, LLC
Healing and Learning Center, 1789 Old Dixie Hwy Vero
Beach. 772-257-6499. SparkofDivine.com.

MONDAY FEBRUARY 8
Friends After Diagnosis – 2-3:30pm. Breast cancer
support group for survivors, caregivers and loved
ones. Guest speaker Tina Bowen, VNA Hospice. Topic
The Conversation Project. First Presbyterian Church,
520 Royal Palm Blvd., Vero Beach. 772-978-9392.
FriendsAfterDiagnosis.com.
Boost Memory, Concentration & Cognitive Scores
– 6:30-8pm. With doTERRA Essential Oils. New attendees receive Free Wild Orange Oil. Reservations
needed. The Knowledge Exchange, 5151 Babcock St
NE,Palm Bay. Alisha Connor 321-426-5392

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 9

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction – 10am-1pm.
Eight week course in mindfulness training based on the
MBSR work of Dr. Jon Kabat-Zinn. $495. Open Mind
Zen Center, 878 Sarno Road, Melboure. 321-427-3511.

The Story Your Blood Tells – 6-7pm. Have you ever
been confused by your lab results? Bring a copy of
your blood work and let us explain. Free. Alternative
Medicine Family Care Center, 3408 Aviation Blvd.,
Vero Beach. 772-778-8877.

The Yogananda Meditation Experience – 7-8:15pm.
Meditations, chants, stories, and readings based on the
teachings of Paramahansa Yogananda. With longtime
devotees, Jan and Kevin Keough. Donations for the
Lightworker Community Center. Aquarian Dreams 414
N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
AquarianDreams.com.

New Year, New You-Health and Fitness Challenge,
Support Group - With Laura – 10:30am-12:30pm. In
this workshop you will learn about nutrition, diet and
calories. Come prepared to work with a metabolism
boosting flow class for all levels. $15. Innovation Yoga,
714 S. Patrick Drive (behind Suntree Cafe), Satellite
Beach. 321-961-1741.

Anxiety/Depression: Don’t Worry, Be Happy –
7-8pm. Nutritional deficiencies and organ dysfunctions
can cause anxiety and depression. Learn how to reverse
these conditions naturally, without drugs Free, but
call 321-728-1387 to register. CARE Chiropractic &
Wellness Center, 1938 Dairy Road, West Melbourne.
321-728-1387. CareWellnessfl.com.

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 4

Yoga for Couples – 10:30-11:45am. Learn partnerassisted stretches, standing and seated postures designed to open body and heart, enjoy therapeutic Thai
massage sequence. Instructor Jennifer Cleveland. $30
per couple. Call to register: 321-729-9495. Aquarian
Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic.
AquarianDreams.com.

Boost Memory, Concentration & Cognitive
Scores – 10-11:30am. With doTERRA Essential
Oils. New attendees receive free Wild Orange
Oil. Reservations needed. Free. The Beach House
Restaurant, 2 WaveCrest Ave., Indialantic. Alisha
Connor 321-426-5392
Aromatherapy Workshop – 7-8:30pm. Create your
own personal inhalation tube. Explore the essential
oils of fruits, flowers, resins, woods and seeds to support your unique emotional needs. With Kate Gurecki,
Certified Clinical Aromatherapist $20 (Includes organic
essential oils, & materials). Call to register: 321-7299495. Aquarian Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy
A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 5
Conscious Kids (7-12 years) – 4-5pm. Through a
wide range of healing modalities including Yoga poses,
centered breathing, inspired arts & crafts, original
games, music, meditation, creative expression, crystal
therapy and more, kids develop better concentration,
greater self-confidence and learn constructive habits for
physical, mental and emotional well-being. Instructor
Karuna Devi. $10 per class. Pre-registration required.
Parents must stay on premises. 321-729-9495. Aquarian
Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic.
AquarianDreams.com.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 6
Usui/Holy Fire Reiki I and II Class – 8:30am-6:30pm.
February 6-7, weekend course. Receive professional
quality Reiki training. Reiki is for self-healing and
for sharing with animals, family, and friends. You
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Angelology Healing with the Angels Level II – Noon4pm. Work it the rulers of the elements. Learn how to
use these powerful sources for your everyday healing
and beyond. Deepen your connection to your Divinity
bringing ease and grace to all aspects of life for yourself
and others. $333, this course runs for several weeks.
Spark of Divine, LLC Healing and Learning Center,
1789 Old Dixie Hwy, Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
SparkofDivine.com.
Cocoa Beach Contra Dance – 7:30-11pm. Live music
and caller for this fun, easy and friendly dance. More
info at cocoabeachcontra.org. $10 adults, $6 under 21.
Cocoa Beach Rec. Center, 321 Ramp Road, Cocoa
Beach. 321-409-8808.
200 hr Yoga Teacher Training with Transcending
Yoga – 1-5pm.Tadasana Alignment in yoga poses
and in life. Saturdays during teacher training will be
open to the public (educational for students and CEUs
for teachers). Come to one or all. You choose. Get a
taste of what teacher trainees learn. Alicia Chapman
Mauldin. Visit MelOYoga.com to register for individual
workshops. $60. or TrainingWithAlicia to register for
the full Teacher Training.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 7
Advanced Reiki Training Certification 7CE Hours
– Noon-6pm. Deepen your knowledge, learn new tools.

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 11
Pain and Neuropathy Relief – 10-11:30am. Use
your breath and touch to reduce pain and neuropathy.
Sandy Brooks, LMT, #MA37043. $5. Melbourne Public
Library, 540 E. Fee Ave., Melbourne. 321-258-3526.
Osteoporosis? Me? – 6:30-7:30pm. Our bone structure is meant to stay strong for a lifetime. Calcium
supplements alone are not the whole answer. Come
hear Dr. Munnich explain what you can do to support
your bone health naturally. 5445 Village Dr., Ste 108,
Viera. 321-482-0345.
Relationship Workshop – 7-9pm. Sedona spiritual
teacher Bruce Orion will explore how our subconscious
fears create the very things one fears. When we heal
internally and become more conscious, we find the
reflection in our partner. Call to register 321-729-9495.
$20 or $30 per couple. Aquarian Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 12
Children’s Mandala Meditation Class (ages 6-11)
– 4-5pm. Your child will design & create their own
mandala, and learn the meanings of the different colors.
Includes simple meditation techniques for relaxation,
healing, and balance. Instructor: Dee Garramone is an
artist and retired schoolteacher. $10. Call to pre-register
321-729-9495. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave.
(Hwy A1A), Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 12SUNDAY FEBRUARY 14
Weekend Yoga Intensive – The Power of Mantra
with Nicole & Craig Costello registered Yoga Teach-
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ers through Yoga Alliance. Includes Mantra & Mudra, The meaning of Aum, Receiving your Mantra,
Gentle Hatha Yoga and more. $325. 20 CEU’s for
Registered Yoga Teachers with Yoga Alliance. Friday 6:30—9:30pm. Saturday 9:30am-7pm. Sunday
1-8:30pm. Call to register 321-729-9495. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 13
Free Reiki Healing Session – Reiki Master practitioner/teachers Maria Banas and Tony Ingoglia practice
the Usui/Tibetan and Karuna Reiki techniques that
work with helping the physical, mental/emotional,
and karmic conditions of the individual. Call to
register 321-729-9495. Free (donations for The
Lightworker Community Center accepted). Aquarian
Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic.
AquarianDreams.com.
How to Become Money Class – 10am-1:30pm. Would
you like to change your money situation? Ready to be
brutally honest with yourself about money? Register
by February 10. $75. Awareness Center (MM28899),
633C Brevard Ave., Cocoa Village. 321-261-5975.
OurAwarenessCenter.com.
Crystals for Resolving Karma - With Nicholas Pearson – 2-4pm. Hands on class will cover many topics
including past life layouts, cleansing and nourishing
the casual body, and re-writing your Karma. $25.
Spark of Divine, LLC Healing and Learning Center,
1789 Old Dixie Hwy Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
SparkofDivine.com.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 14
Kashi Valentine Day Sunday Market – 9am-2pm.
Vendor market with crafts, bodywork, tarot, organic

veggies, lunch at 11:30 $12. Baked goods, jewelry.
Free. Kashi Ashram, 11155 Roseland Road, Sebastian.
404-308-8392.
Love without Borders – 1-3pm. Cultivate love, from
within. Remove borders, love is not limited nor is it
out of reach. Open up, let go, expand your potential
for love. $20 per person or $30 (if you bring a loved
one). Please pre register by February 7. Innovation
Yoga, 714 South Patrick Drive (behind Suntree Cafe).
Satellite Beach. 321-961-1741.
Past Life Recall Workshop – 1-4pm. Curious about
your past lives? Three hour workshop. Genie Hardee
guides you into comfortable, safe, hypnotic state to
retrieve useful information. $30. Sebastian area. Call
for Reservation. Sebastian. 772-559-0866.

SUNDAYS FEBRUARY 14 &
FEBRUARY 21
Intuitive Spiritual Guidance & Chakra Healing
– with Cheri Hart. Cheri is a Visionary, Professional
Clairvoyant & Certified Reiki Master-Healer, with over
25 years’ experience. Session includes chakra balancing, healing light infusion, and raising your vibrational
level followed by question and answer session. 30 - 45
minute session. $50. Call to register- 321-729-9495.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 16
I Just Can’t Get Motivated! Help! – 6:30-7:30pm.
Constantly worried? Anxious? Everyone feels these
now and then but feeling them too often is an indication that something is wrong. Come hear Dr. Munnich
share some insights. 5445 Village Dr., Ste 108, Viera.
321-482-0345.

savethedate
FRIDAY MARCH 18

The Yoga Space of Melbourne 200 hour YA approved Teacher Training – 6-9pm. This will be
a 7month program meeting Friday thru Sundays.
More info here TheYogaSpaceMelbourne.com
$1800/$2200The Yoga Space1103 West Hibiscus
Blvd. #405Melbourne. 321-223-4285
Digestive Disorders: Prevention and Healing
– 6-7pm. Do you have IBS, acid reflux, Chron’s
disease, gas, bloating or low energy? Learn how to
find digestive balance naturally. Free. Alternative
Medicine Family Care Center, 3408 Aviation Blvd.,
Vero Beach. 772-778-8877.
Natural Approach to IBS and A Healthy Gut – 6:308pm. With amazingly simple, yet powerful doTERRA
Essential Oils. New attendees receive free Wild Orange Oil. Reservations needed. Free. The Knowledge
Exchange, 5151 Babcock St. NE, Palm Bay. Alisha
Connor. 321-426-5392.
Meditation for Beginners – 7-8:15pm. A monthly
meditation class that teaches the basics including techniques along with providing guidance and experience
necessary to start a mindfulness-awareness meditation
practice. Monica Lombardo has been practicing meditation and energy healing for over 10 years. Donation.
321-729-9495. Aquarian Dreams 414 N. Miramar
Ave., (Hwy A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 18
Spiritual Healings & Massage Therapy - Spiritual
Healer, Teren Nichols will be offering free healings
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all day as a gift to our community. Teren is a licensed
massage therapist and Certified Pranic Healer. Free.
Call to register 321-729-9495. Aquarian Dreams
414 N. Miramar Ave., (Hwy A1A) Indialantic.
AquarianDreams.com.
How to Become Money Telecall – 9-11am. Struggling
with money? Are you ready for a different possibility
with money? This telecall can change your relationship with money. $30. Awareness Center (MM28899),
633C Brevard Ave., Cocoa Village. 321-261-5975.
OurAwarenessCenter.com.
Fibromyalgia and Lupus – 10-11:30am. Explore
changes through mindfulness and breathing. Sandy
Brooks, LMT, #MA37043. $5. Melbourne Public
Library, 540 E. Fee Ave., Melbourne. 321-258-3526.
Emotions Play a Significant Role in Our Overall
Health – 10-11:30am. Essential Oils can provide
tremendous benefits in helping us create emotional
stability. New attendees receive free Wild Orange Oil.
Reservations needed. Alisha Connor 321-426-5392.
Free. The Beach House Restaurant, 2 WaveCrest Ave.,
Indialantic. 321-614-1226.
Thermography: The Proactive Health Screening
Tool – 7-8pm. Learn how you can take charge of your
health with this radiation-free, non-invasive, FDA approved screening tool for total body health. Free but
call to register. CARE Chiropractic & Wellness Center,
1938 Dairy Road, West Melbourne. 321-728-1387.
CareWellnessfl.com.

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 19
Access Consciousness Bars Exchange – 11am-1pm.
Practitioners gift and receive a Bars session, others receive a mini Bars session. Latest Access Consciousness
concepts discussed too. $10 for practitioners, $20 for others. Awareness Center (MM28899), 633C Brevard Ave.,
Cocoa Village. 321-261-5975. OurAwarenessCenter.com.
Conscious Kids (7-12 years) – 4-5pm. Through a
wide range of healing modalities including Yoga poses,
centered breathing, inspired arts & crafts, original
games, music, meditation, creative expression, crystal
therapy and more, kids develop better concentration,
greater self-confidence and learn constructive habits for
physical, mental and emotional well-being. Instructor
Karuna Devi. $10 per class. Pre-registration required.
Parents must stay on premises. 321-729-9495. Aquarian
Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic.
AquarianDreams.com.
Synergy Shiatsu System Level I – 5:30-9pm. In this
three day workshop you will learn the foundation of
Traditional Chinese Medicine, the theory of Yin/Yang,
Tsubos, Ki and the one hour Synergy Shiatsu system.
$295. Veteran’s Memorial Complex, 2285 Minton Road,
Melbourne. 321-837-7779. Synergy-Institute.com.
Qoya Spiritual Dance Class – 7-8:15pm. Through
movement, we remember our essence as women is
wise, wild, and free. Qoya combines yoga, dance, and
sensual movement. Donation. Aquarian Dreams, 414
N. Miramar Ave., Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Cocoa Beach Contra Dance – 7:30-11pm. Great
exercise, fun, easy to learn dance, with live music and
caller. $10. Tropical Haven Ballroom, 1205 Eddie Allen
Road, Melbourne. 321-427-3587. cocoabeachcontra.org.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 20
Reiki 2 Certification Course – 9am-4pm. Reiki Level
II is a nine hour certification course designed with the
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intention for the student to create a deeper commitment to healing themselves and others. Each student is
introduced to three of the four primary Reiki symbols
as shown to Dr. Usui on Mount Kurayama, in Japan.
Maria Banas is a certified Reiki Master Teacher (since
2000). $185. Call to register 321-729-9495. Aquarian
Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic.
AquarianDreams.com.

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 24

Friends after Diagnosis – 10-11am. Breast cancer
support group for survivors, caregivers and loved ones.
Meets the third Saturday of each month, plus three other
days. First Presbyterian Church, 520 Royal Palm Blvd.,
Vero Beach. 772-978-9392. FriendsAfterDiagnosis.com.

THURSDAY FEBRUARY,25

Weekend Reiki Workshop Level I and II – 11am6pm. Learn the Art of Healing using Japanese techniques and ancient symbols. These techniques enhance
the immune system and promote healing. Class includes
book, certificates, attunements and plenty of practice.
$350 for both days must pre-register; call 772-2576499. Take one or both Levels. Level I 6 CEU’s and
Level II 8 CEU’s for a total of 14. Ask for discounted
price for both. $150 for Level I, $200 for Level II. Spark
of Divine, LLC Healing and Learning Center, 1789 Old
Dixie Hwy Vero Beach. SparkofDivine.com.
Visionary Art Show with Kathy Yeager – 7:30pm.
Artwork transitioning from the traditional, realistic
land and seascapes to more imaginative and colorful
depictions. 321-729-9495. Aquarian Dreams,
414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic.
AquarianDreams.com.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 21
Intuitive Spiritual Guidance & Chakra Healing
– with Cheri Hart. Cheri is a Visionary, Professional
Clairvoyant & Certified Reiki Master-Healer, with over
25 years’ experience. Session includes chakra balancing, healing light infusion, and raising your vibrational
level followed by question and answer session. 30 - 45
minute session. $50. Call to register- 321-729-9495.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

MONDAY FEBRUARY 22
Friends After Diagnosis – 2-3:30pm. Breast cancer
support group for survivors, caregivers and loved
ones. Meets second and fourth Monday monthly
plus two other days. First Presbyterian Church,
520 Royal Palm Blvd., Vero Beach. 772-978-9392.
FriendsAfterDiagnosis.com.
Emotions Play a Significant Role in Our Overall
Health – 6:30-8pm. Essential Oils can provide tremendous benefits in helping us create emotional stability.
New attendees receive free Wild Orange Oil. Reservations needed. Alisha Connor 321-426-5392. Free. The
Knowledge Exchange, 5151 Babcock St. NE, Palm Bay.

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 23
Arthritis: Prevention and Relief – 6-7pm. Do you
suffer from Rheumatiod Arthritis, joint pain, knee
and wrist pain, hip discomfort or fatigue? Get pain
free naturally. Free. Alternative Medicine Family Care Center, 3408 Aviation Blvd., Vero Beach.
772-778-8877.
The Digestive System: How it Affects Our Immune
System – 7-8pm. Learn how our diet, lifestyle and
emotions/stress affect our overall health. Ni’s Chinese Medical Center 1250 W. Eau Gallie Blvd., Ste
H, Melbourne. 321-757-9731.

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

Yoga for Higher Consciousness – 4:30-5:30pm.An
intuitive blend of Integral Hatha Yoga, Kundalini, Yoga
Nidra meditation and energy healing. With certified
Yoga Alliance teachers, Maria Banas, Cheri Hart or
Monica Lombardo. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9425.

Biologic Dentistry: What is it and Why is it Good
For Me? – 6-7:30pm. Lecture will explore the many
aspects of Biologic Dentistry such as lasers, ozone,
ceramic dental implants, xylitol, safe mercury removal,
L-PRF and more. Free. 5445 Village Drive, Viera. 321751-7775. SmileDesignCenter.com.
Real Solutions for Better Sleep – 7-8pm. Can’t sleep?
Learn why you’re not sleeping well and how to fix the
cause naturally. With Dr. Brian Walsh. Free, but call to
register. CARE Chiropractic & Wellness Center, 1938
Dairy Road, West Melbourne. 321-728-1387.

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 26
Usui/Holy Fire II ART and Reiki Master Training – 8:45am-6:30pm. Class Friday Feb. 26 - Sunday,
Feb. 28. Learn healing techniques such as working
with crystals, aura clearing, and being able to initiate
others into Reiki. Manual included in the fee. Plenty of
practice time. $1,025. Inspired Heart, 1420 Old Dixie
Highway, Vero Beach. 772-696-1910.
Meditation for Children (for ages 7-12) – 4-5pm. The
benefits of teaching meditation to children includes better
emotion regulation, enhanced concentration, less stress,
increased self-awareness, and reduced impulsiveness. $7.
Teacher Anthony Profeta is an ordained Interfaith Minister,
and a dedicated meditation teacher. 321-729-9495. Aquarian Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 27
Access Consciousness Bars Training – 9am-5:30pm.
Learn this powerful clearing and healing technique.
Give and receive two sessions. Register by February 24.
NCBTMB/FL CEs available. $300. Awareness Center
(MM28899), 633C Brevard Ave., Cocoa Village. 321261-5975. OurAwarenessCenter.com.
Hands On Assisting – 1-5pm. Connect with your
students, fellow practitioners and mentors from a new
way of being of service to enhance the experience of
yoga using a hands-on approach to teaching that is safe,
sustainable and transformational. This workshop is a
mini-module for the Transcending Yoga Teacher Training
program and open to the public. $60. Visit MelOYoga.
com to register for individual workshops. or TrainingWithAlicia.com to register for the full Teacher Training.
Crystal Bowl & Sound Meditation with Susan Rizzo
– 4:30-6pm. Experience the power of sound to relax
the body and clear the mind. Susan has over 20 years
of experience teaching sound healing techniques with
quartz crystal bowls for meditation. $10. Call to register:
321-729-9495, Aquarian Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave
(Hwy A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.
Make Your Own Mala with Anthony – 4:30-6:30pm.
Learn all about the origin and history of prayer beads;
the structure and symbolism of the Mala. Construct your
own custom mala. $40 (includes $20 material fee). If you
like to make more than one, bring $20 per Mala desired.
Cash only. Spark of Divine, LLC Healing and Learning
Center, 1789 Old Dixie Hwy Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
SparkofDivine.com.
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ongoingevents
To ensure we keep our community calendar current, ongoing events must be
resubmitted each month.

DEADLINE:

All listings must be received by the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Calendar events must be submitted online at: www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com.

monday
Qi-gong on the Beach – 7-7:35am every morning.
South Beach Park, Vero Beach. Evenings Monday and
Wednesday 6:30pm. The Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th
Street, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.
Bone Walkers Plus – 7:30am. Osteoporosis/Joint safe
individualized exercise musical program with social
support for all ages, to improve posture, balance and
memory. AFAA certified teacher, Vicki Buckley. A
blend of yoga, ballet and physical therapy. $25 per
month, $8 drop in, join anytime. DRS Community
Center Gym, 1089 S. Patrick Dr., Satellite Beach.
321-759-4962.
3 H’s Exercise Class for Adults and Seniors –
8:45am-9:30am or 9:45am-10:30am. Monday –Friday. The Happy, Healthy, Heart program promotes
increased agility, balance, and gives your heart a cardio
workout. $13 per month, join anytime. DRS Community Center, 1089 S. Patrick Dr., Satellite Beach.
321-773-6458.
Qi Gong/Yoga Fusion with Mary – 10-11am. This
yoga/qigong fusion class, which is appropriate for

any fitness level, takes the gentle, meditative movements of qi gong and blends them with gentle yoga
stretches and focused breathing techniques. $5.
Spark of Divine, LLC Healing and Learning Center,
1789 Old Dixie Hwy(on the corner of 18th St and
Old Dixie in the Corner Shoppes Downtown), Vero
Beach. 772-257-6499.
Gentle Yoga with Tami – 10-11am. This class involves stretching, basic yoga poses, breathwork and
meditation. $10 or five for $40. The Yoga Space, 1103
W. Hibiscus Blvd., #405, Melbourne. 321-223-4285

Capoeira for Children (5-12yrs.) – 5-6pm. Fun invigorating class. Pulsing Music, Rhythmic Movements
to cultivating flow and balance for a game of Physical
and mental chess. $80 per month. The Cloudwalker
Place 701 17th Street, Vero Beach. 772-318-7660.
Tai Chi for Health in the Park – 5:30-6:30pm. Beginner appropriate outdoor Tai Chi in a lovely setting. $5
suggested donation. Lansing Gleason Park north side
of the lake, Yacht Club Blvd., Indian Harbor Beach.
321-759-3141.
Energy Yoga with Al Rapaport – 5:30-6:30pm. This
class is an energetic flow of movement and breathwork
with the Tibetan 5 rites. $10 or $40 for five. The Yoga
Space, 1103 W. Hibiscus Blvd. #405, Melbourne.
321-223-4285.
Martial Arts and Qi-gong for Children – 6-7pm. $60
per month. The Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street,
Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.

Qigong – 10:30-11:30am. A healing workout. $10 per
class. The Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street, Vero
Beach. 772-569-4090.

Hatha Yoga with Marilyn – 6:30-7:45pm. This
gentle form of yoga combines physical well-being
and balances body, mind, and spirit using guided yoga
postures, stretching and breathing. Bring your own mat.
$5 per class, paid at door. Pelican Beach Clubhouse,
1495 Hwy A1A, Satellite Beach. 321-773-6458.

Capoiera for Executives – 4-5pm. Afro-Brazilian
Dance Martial art. $60 per month. Cloudwalker Place,
701 17th Street, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.

Adult Martial Arts and Qi-gong– 7-8:30pm. $60 per
month. The Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street, Vero
Beach. 772-569-4090.

40+ Yoga with Gray – 4-5pm. A perfect class for
ages 40 and up. No judgment, no competition, lots
of explanations and patience. Join Gray for this all
levels class which helps every student find their perfect
variation and modifications to make yoga accessible
for all. $12. MelOYoga, 6050 Babcock Street #6, Palm
Bay. 321-452-1490.

Yoga Nidra Meditation – 7-8pm. Each class will include
different variations of breathwork, meditation, slow gentle
stretching and progressive body relaxation. Leaving you
feeling relaxed, restored and balanced. Patti Akers RYT
is a certified Yoga Nidra meditation teacher. Gratitude
Donation of any amount. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N.
Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

ZIP-100TM Spirulina is a micro algae superfood full of
proteins, anti-inflammatories, immune boosting
properties, essential fatty acids, chlorophyll, beta carotene
and other important carotenoids, B complex vitamins,
vitamin A, and essential minerals and amino acids.
ZIP-100TM is radically different from processed powders.
It is fresh harvested and frozen immediately. It is raw and
pure with no preservatives added.
• Improves energy and workout recovery, great for
endurance athletes!
• Supports recovery from illness
• Promotes general optimum health
• Enhances a fast-paced modern lifestyle

•
•
•
•
•

Affordable
Great Taste
Superfood
Locally Harvested
Fresh Frozen
Spirulina

To order visit us at ZIP-100.com
or call 772-978-1395
Vist ZIP-100 on facebook for more information and recipes.

ZIP-100TM is easy to use. Just pop one cube into a cup
of juice, swirl and drink; or add it to your favorite green
drink or smoothie.
Premium nutrition with mild, pleasant flavor and no after taste.
Harvested Fresh & Locally Grown since 2008
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tuesday

Qi Gong in the Park – 6-7pm. Beginner friendly outdoor
healing Qi Gong, varies every week. $5 suggested donation. Lansing Gleason Park outside north side of lake,
Yacht Club Blvd., Indian Harbor Beach. 321-759-3141.

Qi-gong on the Beach – 7-7:35am every morning.
South Beach Park, Vero Beach. Evenings Monday and
Wednesday 6:30pm. The Cloudwalker Place, 1533 US
1, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.

wednesday

Yoga with Carmen – 8-9am. $10 per class. The
Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street, Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.

Capoiera: Afro-Brazilian Dance Martial art –
9-10am. $60 per month. Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th
Street, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.

Chair Yoga with Carmen – 9-10am. $10 per class. .
The Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street, Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.

Bone Walkers Plus – 9:30-10:30am. Osteoporosis/
Joint safe individualized exercise musical program with
social support for all ages, to improve posture, balance
and memory. AFAA certified teacher, Vicki Buckley.
$25 per month, $8 drop in for WSC members, join
anytime. Wickham Park Senior Center 2785 Leisure
Way Melbourne. 321-759-4962.

Advanced Qi-gong Practice – 10:30am-Noon. Energetics of Tai Chi, Walking qi-gong and Circlewalk
qi-gong. Takes your basic qi-gong practice to the next
level. Explores, builds and develops the four phases
of universal energy to harmonize and an enhanced
mind body process. $25 per class or $120 per month.
The Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street, Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.
Self Healing Class with Joane Patrick – 10:3011:30am. Be gentle with yourself while you strengthen,
empower, balance, and heal. $8. Kashi Ashram Yoga
Studio, 11155 Roseland Road, Sebastian. 772-559-0866.
Kid Yoga (for 7-12 years) – 4-5pm. These fun and
enriching classes incorporate poses, breathing, relaxation, games, positive thinking, creative visualization
and so much more. $7. With Karuna Devi (16 years’
experience). Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave.
(Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9425.
Pilates Reformer Group Class – 5:30-6:30pm.
Reform your body, strengthen your core with Joane.
Reservation required. $90 for six weeks. The Club at
Spine and Sport Institute, 1345 36th St., Vero Beach.
772-559-0866.
2fer Back to Back Classes (Flow and Stretch) with
Maddie – 5:30-8pm. Dynamic flow to build heat and
metabolism followed by 7pm Yin/stretch. $20 for both
or $12 to drop in for either. Innovation Yoga, 714 South
Patrick Drive (behind Suntree Cafe), Satellite Beach.
321-961-1741.
Hatha Yoga with Ellen – 5:45-6:45pm. – Asanas
modified to match the student’s ability to receive the
benefit of the practice without strain. Multi-level class
for beginners and intermediates. Ellen Cameron has
35 years of experience. $10 or yoga card. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic.
321-729-9425.
Yoga in the Village – 6-7pm. Yoga has been known
to cause health and happiness. Each class is tailored
to the participants. Discount packages available. $10.
The Zen Room, 631 Brevard Ave., #C, Cocoa Village.
321-544-8541.
Reiki Healing Circle – 6-7:30pm. Got Stress? Come
relax with the gentle healing energy of Reiki. Allow
your mind and body to feel balance and wholeness. Give
yourself the gift of Reiki. Donations accepted. Spark of
Divine, LLC Healing and Learning Center, 1789 Old
Dixie Hwy (on the corner of 18th St and Old Dixie in
the Shoppes Downtown), Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
Yoga For Stress with Tami – 6-7pm. Yoga For Stress
with Tami. $10 or $40 for five. The Yoga Space, 1103
W. Hibiscus Blvd. #405, Melbourne. 321-223-4285.
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Qi Gong Healing at the Beach – 10-11am. Beginner
appropriate healing Qi Gong overlooking the ocean. $5
donation. Pelican Beach Park most southern pavillion,
1525 Hwy A1A, Satellite Beach. 321-759-3141.
Go with the Flow with Cortney – 10:30-11:45am.
Build your metabolism, flow your breath with movement, go with the flow. Vinyasa flow for all levels.$12
drop in (2fer $20 back to back classes or bring a friend
for $10 each and new student discount 3 classes for
$20). Innovation Yoga, 714 South Patrick Drive (behind
Suntree Cafe), Satellite Beach. 321-961-1741.
Qigong – 10:30-11:30am. A healing workout. $10 per
class. The Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street, Vero
Beach. 772-569-4090.

toned, lower weight, get stronger and more flexible.
Classes daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga, 1024
Hwy A1A #146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.
Rocket Yoga (Families welcome) – 6-7:15pm. Experience this unique power yoga class with Gilberto and
bring the family to join to you. That is right, families
welcome. Childcare can be a challenge and yoga is
meant to help you reduce stress, so why add stress?
Bring them along. Contact the studio for more details.
$12 ($5 additional family members), MelOYoga, 6050
Babcock Street #6, Palm Bay. 321-452-1490.
Martial Arts and Qi-gong for Children – 6-7pm. $60
per month. The Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street,
Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.
Hatha Yoga with Marilyn – 6:30-7:45pm. This gentle
form of yoga combines physical well-being and balances body, mind, and spirit using guided yoga postures,
stretching and breathing. Bring your own mat. $5 per
class, paid at door. Pelican Beach Clubhouse, 1495 Hwy
A1A, Satellite Beach. 321-773-6458.
Adult Martial Arts and Qi-gong– 7-8:30pm. $60 per
month. The Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street, Vero
Beach. 772-569-4090.
Yin Yoga with Monica – 7-8pm. Yin Yoga is a
simple, quiet practice that explores the connective
tissues (ligaments and fascia), along with the energetic
systems of the body, calming the mind, bringing the
body into balance and promoting the healthy flow of
chi (energy). $10 or yoga card (10 classes for $75).
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9425.

thursday

Divine Yoga Flow with Deb – 10:30-11:30am. All level
gentle yoga practice guiding students to feel relaxed
and blissful. Donations accepted. Spark of Divine, LLC
Healing and Learning Center, 1789 Old Dixie Hwy (on
the corner of 18th St and Old Dixie in the Corner Shoppes Downtown), Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.

Yoga with Carmen – 8-9am. $10 per class. The
Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street, Vero Beach. 772569-4090.

Capoiera for Executives – 4-5pm. Afro-Brazilian
Dance Martial art. $60 per month. Cloudwalker Place,
701 17th Street, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.

Chair Yoga with Carmen – 9-10am. $10 per class. .
The Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street, Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.

Yoga for Healing – 4:30-5:30pm. Traditional Integral
Hatha Yoga, blended with Kundalini, affirmation,
meditation, and various energy healing modalities. With
certified Yoga Alliance teachers, Maria Banas, Cheri
Hart or Monica Lombardo. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N.
Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9425.

Bone Walkers Plus – 9:30am. Osteoporosis/Joint safe
individualized exercise musical program with social
support for all ages, to improve posture, balance and
memory. AFAA certified teacher, Vicki Buckley. A blend
of yoga, ballet and physical therapy. $20 per month,
$7 drop in, join anytime. Indian Harbor Beach Rec
Center 1233 Yacht Club Blvd. Indian Harbor Beach.
321-759-4962.

Capoeira for Children (5-12yrs.) – 5-6pm. Fun invigorating class. Pulsing Music, Rhythmic Movements to
cultivating flow and balance for a game of Physical and
mental chess. $80 per month. The Cloudwalker Place
701 17th Street, Vero Beach. 772-318-7660.
Tai Chi – 5:30-6:30pm. Nature Nelson teaches Yangstyle long-form Tai Chi. Experience the flowing energy,
improved health and balance, and the feeling of letting
go of thoughts and emotions. $10 or yoga card (10
classes for $75). Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9425.

Advanced Qi-gong Practice – 10:30am-Noon. Energetics of Tai Chi, Walking qi-gong and Circlewalk qi-gong.
Takes your basic qi-gong practice to the next level. Explores, builds and develops the four phases of universal
energy to harmonize and an enhanced mind body process.
$25 per class or $120 per month. The Cloudwalker Place,
701 17th Street, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.

Yoga in the Village – 6-7pm. Yoga has been known
to cause health and happiness. Each class is tailored
to the participants. Discount packages available. $10.
The Zen Room, 631 Brevard Ave., #C, Cocoa Village.
321-544-8541.

Healing Sessions and Readings with Beth– 2-5pm.
Usui/Karuna/Reiki Master/Teacher and Jikiden Reiki
practitioner, Mesa carrier, Sound and Crystal Healer, Angelologiest, Intuitive, and Akashic Record Reader. $40
half hour, $65 for an hour call for sliding scale. Must call
to register. Spark of Divine, LLC Healing and Learning
Center, 1789 Old Dixie Hwy Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.

BIGRONS Yoga – 6pm. The ultimate power stretch.
All fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get

Gentle Hatha Yoga with Teren - 5:45-6:45pm. Gentle
Hatha yoga classes with a focus on healing and medita-
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tion. Instructor Teren Nichols is a licensed intuitive massage therapist. $10 or Yoga card. Aquarian Dreams, 414
N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Hatha with Cara – 6-7pm. Hatha with Cara. $10 or
$40 for five. The Yoga Space, 1103 West Hibiscus Blvd.
#405, Melbourne. 321-223-4285.

IMMUNE PACK

Yoga in the Village – 6-7pm. Yoga has been known to cause
health and happiness. Each class is tailored to the participants. Discount packages available. $10. The Zen Room,
631 Brevard Ave., #C, Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.

friday
Fire Yoga - Heating-Powerful-Dynamic Flow with
Rosalba – 9-10am. Gently heated room helps you to detox
as you build strength and flexibility. $12 drop in (bring a
friend for $10 each and new student discount 3 classes for
$20). Innovation Yoga, 714 South Patrick Drive (behind
Suntree Cafe), Satellite Beach. 321-961-1741.
Yin with Jim – 10-11am. This class is relaxing. Gentle
stretches, breathing exercises and guided meditations.
$10 or five for $40. The Yoga Space, 1103 W. Hibiscus
Blvd. #405, Melbourne. 321-223-4285.
Qigong – 10:30-11:30am. A healing workout. $10 per
class. The Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street, Vero
Beach. 772-569-4090.
Qigong Self-Healing Class with Joane Patrick –
10:30am-Noon. Easy, gentle practices. Strengthen, balance, relax, heal. Sitting or standing. $8. Unity Church
of Melbourne, 2401 N. Harbor City Blvd., Melbourne.
772-559-0866.
Qigong – 10:30-11:30am. A healing workout. $10 per
class. The Cloudwalker Place, 1533 US1, Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.
Healing Reiki Circle – 12:30-1:30pm. Got Stress?
Come relax with the gentle healing energy of Reiki. Allow your mind and body to feel balance and wholeness.
Give yourself the gift of Reiki. Donations accepted.
Spark of Divine, LLC Healing and Learning Center,
1789 Old Dixie Hwy Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
Free Melo Yoga – 4-5pm. Join one of the MelOYoga teachers for this free Friday class. All levels welcome and bring a
friend - it’s absolutely free - every Friday. Free. MelOYoga,
6050 Babcock Street #6, Palm Bay. 321-452-1490.
Capoeira for Children (5-12yrs.) – 5-6pm. Fun invigorating class. Pulsing Music, Rhythmic Movements to
cultivating flow and balance for a game of Physical and
mental chess. $80 per month. The Cloudwalker Place
701 17th Street, Vero Beach. 772-318-7660.
Yoga for Little Ones (ages 4-6) – 5:15-5:45pm. Yoga
at an early age encourages self-esteem, cooperation and
compassion. It enhances physical flexibility, strength,
coordination and body awareness, improving concentration and relaxation. With Maria Banas, Montessori
School teacher (15 years), and certified Yoga Alliance
instructor. $5. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave.
(Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9425.
Hawaiian Hula with Lelani – 6:30-7:30pm. Hula dancing exercise class. Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th Street,
Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.
Restorative Yoga with Christine – 6:30-7:30pm. This
class uses bolster, pillows, and blankets. Great for deep
relaxation. $10 or five for $40. The Yoga Space, 1103
W. Hibiscus Blvd. #405, Melbourne. 321-223-4285.

PREMIUM HEMP CBD OIL
™
(Cannabidiol)* with Virasyl® & REGIMINT

*Extra Strength 700 mg+/- & Therapeutic 1800 mg+/ISO Certiﬁed Lab Tested Supercritical CO2 Cold ﬂuid Extraction

NO RX NEEDED  NOW AVAILABLE AT:
Nature’s Market  321-724-6936
701 South Apollo Blvd, Melbourne 32953

Organic Food Center  321-724-2383
862 North Miramar Ave, Indialantic 32903

Appleseed Health Foods  321-631-1444
1007 Pathﬁnder Way #110, Rockledge 32955

PROMOTES & SUPPORTS NUTRITIONAL HEALTH
U.S. Government patent #6,630,507. Research to see what CBD can do for you.

Discover the 5 Secrets
that You Must Know to:
• Look Younger Longer
• Live More Energetically
• Improve Joint Health
• Sleep Better

Better Function can be Yours!
Let me help you discover the revolutionary method of
analyzing one’s body to optimize your body chemistry.

Dr. Michele Munnich
CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN

Absolutely Divine Wellness
5445 Village Dr, Ste 108, Viera

321-482-0345
AbsolutelyDivineWellness.com

INITIAL EVALUATION ONLY $39 ($120 VALUE)
THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION, OR
TREATMENT THAT’S PERFORM AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISING FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
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saturday
BIGRONS Yoga -10am. The ultimate power stretch.
All fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get
toned, lower weight, get stronger and more flexible.
Classes daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga, 1024
Hwy A1A #146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.
Tai Chi for Health in the Park – 10-11am. Beginner
friendly, outdoor Tai Chi class. $5 suggested donation.
Lansing Gleason Park north side of the lake, Yacht Club
Blvd., Indian Harbor Beach. 321-759-3141.
Yoga in the Village – 10-11am. Yoga has been known
to cause health and happiness. Get your energy flowing,
join us for an invigorating and exhilarating yoga session. Each class is tailored to the participants. Discount
packages available. $10. The Zen Room, 631 Brevard
Ave., #C, Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.
Qi-gong for A Healing Workout – 10:30-11:30am.
$10 per class. Cloudwalker Place 701 17th Street, Vero
Beach. 772-569-4090.
Martial Arts and Qi-gong for Adults & Children –
12-1:30pm. $60 per month. The Cloudwalker Place,
701 17th Street, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.
Hawaiian Hula with Lelani – 1:30-3:30pm. Hula
dancing exercise class. Cloudwalker Place, 701 17th
Street, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.

sunday
Self-Nurturing Class with Joane Patrick at the
Beach – 8-9am. One Hour of self applied healing techniques. It feels great. Wabasso Beach under the gazebo,
where 510 meets the sea, Sebastian. 772-559-0866.

Zen Meditation & Dharma Talk – 10-11:30am. Join
our community for a free 30 minute meditation and
talk on Zen Meditation practice. Beginners welcome.
Donations accepted. Open Mind Zen Meditation
Center, 878 Sarno Road, Melbourne. 321-427-3511.
Yoga in the Village – 10-11am. Yoga has been known
to cause health and happiness. Get your energy flowing, join us for an invigorating and exhilarating yoga
session. Each class is tailored to the participants.
Discount packages available. $10. The Zen Room,
631 Brevard Ave., #C, Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.
Lightworker Community Sunday Circle – 11amNoon. An hour of universal inspiration, higher
consciousness, meditation, healing and devotional
chants. Donations accepted. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N.
Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Healing Circle – 12:30pm. A gift to our community.
Our Lightworker certified Spiritual Healers and teachers will be offering free healings. All those in need of
healing are welcome. Donations accepted. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Yin Yoga with Ann – 4-5pm. Reduce discomfort
and increase range of motion with Yin Yoga. Target
the hips, pelvis and lower spine with longer holds,
which work deeply into the muscles and connective
tissues. Relax and restore your body and mind. $12.
MelOYoga, 6050 Babcock Street #6, Palm Bay. 321452-1490.
Kundalini Yoga - with Jessica Martin – 4:155:30pm. Includes yoga postures, mantra, pranayam
(breath work), meditation, and a love-filled place of
acceptance. All levels. With Jessica Martin, certified
Kundalini Yoga instructor (as taught by Yogi Bhajan).
$10 or yoga card. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

Escape from your stress today~
Relax tense muscles
Soothe pain away • Regain mobility

Alpha Physical Therapy
1022 Florida Ave • Suite 3
Rockledge
321-690-1220
MM#22884 • MA#77881

classifieds
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Start a career you can be passionate about. Publish your own Natural Awakenings magazine. Home
based business complete with comprehensive training
and support system. New franchises are available or
purchase a magazine that is currently publishing. Call
239-530-1377 or visit NaturalAwakeningsMag.com/
mymagazine

COMMUNITY

Donations needed for Central Brevard Humane
Society – The Merritt Island Adoption Center and
CBHS Shelter is in need of donations like Purina Cat,
Kitten and Puppy Chow, canned food (kittens, puppies, cats and dogs), kitten formula (KMR), distilled
water, blankets, comforters, sheets, towels, dog and
cat toys, paper towels, rubbing alcohol, hand soap,
Clorox bleach, Fabuloso, laundry and dish soap. All
donated items can be brought to the Humane Society,
located at 1020 Cox Road in Cocoa. CritterSavers.
com 321-636-3343 ext. 214.
Volunteers Needed - Can you spare two hours
a week to deliver meals to Brevard’s most frail
seniors? The work is very rewarding and only you
can put a smile on the face of those seniors who are
homebound. If interested please call the Meals on
Wheels office at 321-639-8770.

TRAINING
Become a licensed teacher in Louise Hay’s philosophy. Complete manuals and materials provided
plus extensive follow-up. Cost includes hotel lodging in San Diego and meals. This training is approved
by Louise and authorized by Hay House. April 16 –
23. www.healyourlifetraining.com/teacher-training

ARNICA SALVE
the Natural Choice for Pain Relief!
100% Organic & Handcrafted
REDUCES INFLAMMATION
AND SPEEDS HEALING
Call now for 25% off first jar
Sacred Space Creations, Inc.
321-431-6359
CreationsAtSacredSpace@gmail.com

Chlorine Kills

Reduce Lime Scale
and Toxicity
Call for a FREE Evaluation
Guaranteed | Tested 41 years
SM

Water Solutions
954-261-7226
www.ecogenwater.com
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thenaturaldirectory
Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in our
community. To find out how you can be included in The Natural Directory
email Kris@mynaturalawakenings.com to request our media kit.

ACUPUNCTURE
ABSOLUTE INTEGRATED
MEDICINE
Jill Jaynes, AP, DOM
Alexis Edwards, AP, DOM
Tammy Anderson, AP, DOM
Rick, Jahn, AP, DOM
Melissa Veaudry, AP, DOM
1575 Indian River Blvd, Ste. C-130 & 136,
Vero Beach
772-770-6184
AcupunctureVeroBeach.com
Community acupuncture provides affordable
acupuncture treatments in a relaxing group setting - $30 flat fee, no appointment necessary. Call
for hours. Private appointments available; most
insurance accepted. See ad on page 29.

AGELESS NATURAL MEDICINE
3270 Suntree Blvd. Suite #A-2233
Melbourne, 321-757-4047
DrJeanneMaguire.com
Using the ancient art of acupuncture, herbal and nutritional medicine, with western diagnostics,
the root causes of your health
concerns are addressed. See ad
on page 19.

MARCELA BOWIE, D.O.M., AP
325 5th Ave. Suite 205 Indialantic
321-961 8243
NoWorriesNaturalMedicine.com
Dr. Bowie uses acupuncture, herbal medicine, injection therapy,
cupping, and tuina to treat many
conditions ranging from asthma,
headaches, pain and neurological
and GYN disorders.

ANNA COLLINGS, A.P., D.O.M.
150 Fortenberry Rd. Ste. B Merritt Island
Also Cocoa Beach & Cocoa
321-289-1560
QiPhases.com
Aiding the body & mind’s natural
healing with Traditional Chinese
Medicine including Acupuncture,
herbs, healing foods, Qigong
Meditation and CranioSacral
Therapy.

LA STARZA WELLNESS
CHIROPRACTIC | ACUPUNCTURE | LASER
LaStarzaWellness.com
4195 US Hwy 1, Ste 101, Rockledge
321-230-7071
Certified in Acupuncture, Marco J.
La Starza, D.C. uses
Acupuncture, Chiropractic, and Laser therapy for a variety of health
problems. Walk-Ins welcome!

ADVERTISING/
MARKETING/PR

CHILDREN’S HEALTH
CHILDREN’S HEALTHCARE
OF BREVARD
2351 W. Eau Gallie Blvd. Ste 4, Melbourne
Margaret Witzleb, MSN, ARNP
321-775-0477
AFFORDABLE, QUALITY pediatric health care
offering both alternative and traditional choices for
your child’s health, regardless of immunization or
insurance status. Home-birthed infants welcome!

CHIROPRACTIC
CLOW CHIROPRACTIC
145 Palm Bay Rd NE, Ste 120,
W Melbourne 321-725-8778
ClowChiropractic.com
Clow Chiropractic has been providing
a full spectrum of natural health-care
for over 25 years. Services include
chiropractic adjustments, nutritional
support, massage (MM#2166), physiotherapy, and rehab.

NATURAL AWAKENINGS MAGAZINE
Kris Urquhart, Publisher
Kris@my-NA.com
321-426-0080 my-NA.com

EPLETT CHIROPRACTIC LIFE CENTER

Natural Awakenings is your multimedia resource for natural and ecofriendly living. Print, online, mobile,
and social media options to keep up
with the latest natural living news.
Reaching over 50,000 loyal readers
each month and thousands more online and with our
iPhone/iPad app – you can keep Natural Awakenings at your fingertips.

Dr Eplett has been doing safe, effective, gentle upper-cervical healthcare for 30+ years. He gets great
results for most health issues. Affordable. Family
plans available.

429 Fifth Ave, Indialantic
321-733-4434
DrEplettforLife.com

COLON HYDROTHERAPY
CANDICE KLEIN, M.ED., LMT MA8163

ALTERNATIVE
HEALING

Nationally Certified ~
Ultraviolet purified water
321-725-8347 Indialantic since 1988
HappyColons.com

AWARENESS CENTER
633C Brevard Ave, Cocoa Village
321-261-5975
OurAwarenessCenter.com
Offering a wide-range of services,
classes and gatherings to facilitate
healing: Usui & Karuna Reiki, Cellular Memory/Trauma Release, Aromatherapy, Access Consciousness, Massage, Energy Balancing. MA67581, MM28899.

CARE CHIROPRACTIC &
WELLNESS CENTER

CHOOSE HEALTH! Colon health management
in safe, professional environment. Learn to select
foods that increase energy and eliminate chronic
digestive complaints, headaches, depression, allergies, and more.

CRANIOSACRAL
THERAPY (CST)
GINGER TAYLOR, LMT MA75423
Melbourne / Palm Bay
321-480-9986
MassagesWithPurpose.com

Brian P. Walsh, D.C.
1938 Dairy Road W. Melbourne
321-728-1387
CareWellnessFL.com
Holistic services for the whole family include Designed Clinical Nutrition, Chiropractic Care, free Health
Talks, homeopathics and other natural products. See ad on page 23.

CranioSacral Therapy (CST) is a gentle,
hands-on method that releases restrictions within soft tissues surrounding the
central nervous system. CST addresses:
Infant and Childhood Disorders, migraines, Fibromyalgia, stress, depression, TMJ, Scoliosis, neurological disorders, and more.
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MARY’S HEALTH HUT

DENTISTRY

951 Old Dixie Hwy A3
Vero Beach
772-770-2101

SMILE DESIGN AND
WELLNESS CENTER
Dr. Chris Edwards
Dr. Rob Brown
Viera, 321-751-7775
SDICFL.com

Wide selection of vitamins, supplements, herbs, books,
skin and body care products, gluten-free and organic
items. “We’re More Than a Health Food Store.”

Innovative, comprehensive, biologic dentistry. Mercury safe removal, high tech office, low radiation
digital x-rays. Lasers-no shot, no drill. Ozone therapy. See ad on page 28.

NATURE’S HEALTHY HARVEST

CLAIRE STAGG, DDS, PA
Comprehensive Mercury Free Dental
Care for the Whole Family
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-777-2797
SmileProfessionals.com
Whole body connections and anti-aging Dentistry
advanced non-surgical TMJ, snoring and sleep
breathing disorders therapy, head, neck and facial
pain treatment, non-extraction orthodontics, smile
makeovers and dentistry for patients with multiple
chemical sensitivities. See ad on page 31.

GARDENING-ORGANIC
GARDEN EASY
Teresea 321-759-6110
Courtney 321-759-6109
GardenEasyGardenst.wix.com/garden-easy

You can trust us to
get your message
out to our readers.
Advertise in
our special

ACUPUNCTURE
March Issue

Organic gardening done for
you: raised beds or an edible
yard. Discounts, weekly service and help with harvesting available also. Handson, home-school classes.

HAIR SALON

321-426-0080
48
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Supplements, vitamins, herbs, skin
& body care, Gluten-free & organic
products, proteins, aromatherapy,
soy candles, incense, CBD Hemp
oil and much more. Resource Center. Special Orders.

NATURE’S MARKET
701 S. Apollo Blvd
Melbourne, 321-724-6936
NaturesMarketMelbourne.com
Large selection of Low Carb/Atkins/Diabetes specialty foods, Gluten & Wheat free specialty foods.
Knowledgeable educated staff. Everyday low prices on all herbs, supplements and vitamins.

ORGANIC FOOD CENTER
862 N. Miramar Ave
Indialantic, 321-724-2383
OrganicFoodCenter.com
Natural & Organic grocery with wide selection of
vitamins and supplements. Organic café with fresh
wheat grass, vegetable juices and smoothies, vegan
and gluten-free soups, sandwiches and salads.

PURELY ORGANIC SALON FOR HAIR
3270 Suntree Blvd, #1250 Melbourne
321-243-0540
Facebook.com/PurelyOrganicSalon
We use professional organic hair
products -- so pure you can eat
them. Offering 100% pure Mehandi Henna. PPD-free color available. Formaldehyde-free Keratin
treatment made with certified organic ingredients.

HEALTH FOOD

To advertise or
participate in our
next issue, call

2330 N. Wickham Rd. Ste 14
Melbourne 321-610-3989
NaturesHealthyHarvest.net
NaturesHealthyHarvest@gmail.com

APPLESEED HEALTH FOODS & CAFÉ
1007 Pathfinder Way #110
321-631-1444 Rockledge
AppleseedHealth.com
Vitamins, minerals, supplements,
health and beauty items, gifts and
bbooks, homeopathic, specialty and
natural foods, and lunch cafe. Home
of the 7-Day Guided Juice Fast.

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

RED BIRD VITAMIN CO
1895 S. Patrick Dr, Indian Harbour Beach
321-426-7747
Facebook.com/RedBirdVitaminCo
Instagram-RedBirdVitaminCo
We offer high quality supplements, herbs and foods with
pure ingredients in an atmosphere that is welcoming and
staff eager to help. Special orders welcome.

SUNSEED FOOD CO-OP
6615 N. Atlantic Ave - A1A
Cape Canaveral, 321-784-0930
SunseedFoodCoop.com
Community-owned, Not-for-Profit Co-op founded
in 1974. Largest selection of vitamins & herbs in
Brevard. Organic produce and much more. Open
Mon-Fri 9:30-7, Sat-Sun 10-6.
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SUNSHINE HEALTH FOOD STORE

RADIANTLY HEALTHY MD

2916 S. Washington Ave, Titusville
SunHF.com, 321-269-4848

Rebecca Hunton, MD
150 Fifth Ave. Ste. C. Indialantic 32903
DrHunton.com
321-254-6803

Providing nutritional health counseling in a truly
holistic fashion by offering massage, acupuncture,
cholesterol testing, blood typing along with vitamins,
minerals, herbs, homeopathics and natural foods.

THE GREEN TRAIL
3002 W New Haven Ave, Melbourne
321-312-4589
The-Green-Trail.com
Organic & Natural Products
for family, pets & home. Gluten-free, Vitamins &Supplements, Healthy Snacks, Frozen
foods, Spices, Baby products,
Hair & Body Care. Veteran & Senior discounts!

HERBS & SUPPLEMENTS
THE HERB CORNER
277 N. Babcock St.
Melbourne, 321-757-7522
Bulk Herbs, Herbal Certification Course and other
herbal classes. Essential oils, handmade salves and
lotions, customized herbal blends and private consultations. See ad on page 12.

MAMA JO’S SUNSHINE HERBALS
Bulk Herbs, Handmade Products,
Consultations, Classes, Supplies
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-779-4647
Enjoy a cup of complementary tea in the relaxing
atmosphere of herbs and handmade herbal delights.
Teas, tinctures, lotions, soaps, facial products,
salves, and more. See ad on page 31.

HYPNOSIS
HYPNOTHERAPY BY JENNY
Jenny Battig, Certified Clinical
Hypnotherapist
HypnotherapybyJenny.com
321-345-8971
Make 2015 an amazing year! Lose
that extra weight you’ve been battling.
Stop smoking for good. Overcome the
behaviors and patterns that have been
holding you back.

INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE
MELISSA DEAN, M.D.
Dean Wellness Institute
Premiere Center for Regenerative Medicine
772-567-1500
Age Management, Weight Loss, Preventative Medicine, Andropause, Bioidentical Hormone Replacement,
Lifestyle Management, Vitamin Evaluation, Nutrition and many other integrative therapies. See ad on back cover.

Integrative Medicine featuring traditional and natural options. First Line
Therapy Program, IV Therapy, consultations for Bioidentical Hormones,
ADHD, Autism, Menopause, Andropause, Fertility, and much more. See
ad on page 41.

Let your imagination
soar with possibilities
for your new home.
Experienced, Personalized service where
we care about what matters to you.

Call now and let us make
your dreams come true...
UNITED REALTY OF BREVARD INC.
Martin and Terry Riley

LOCAL FARMS
FLORIDA FIELDS TO FORKS, CSA
1200 Corey Road, Malabar
321-431-7259
FloridaFieldsToForks.com
A local CSA farm, offering beyond organically
raised grass-fed/grassfinished Angus beef,
Berkshire pork, Katahdin lamb, chicken eggs, raw
cow and goat milk, vegetables, and more.

406 E. Strawbridge Ave. Melbourne

321-951-8195

residential • commercial
property management

M.E.L.T. METHOD®
M.E.L.T. METHOD®
CHRISTINE PURDY
Advanced MELT Method Instructor
Brevard & Indian River Counties
914-497-4375, cpurdy45@aol.com
Reduce joint pain and muscle tension with self-treatment that re-hydrates connective tissue and aligns
joints for pain-free movement. Feel immediate response in your body.

MUSCLE ACTIVATION
TECHNIQUES
ADAM SMIT
Melbourne & Vero
321-474-4318
SpaceCoastMat@yahoo.com
M.A.T. assesses & corrects muscle imbalances.
Muscle tightness, limitations in motion or flexibility,
injury/pain in muscles and/or joints can be improved
with MAT.

PEST CONTROL NATURAL
NATURE’S BEST: PEST DETECTION &
ELIMINATION INC
Serving all Central Florida Counties
State Certified, Licensed and Insured
NatureBestPest.com
321-693-4100
Best pest solutions and pro-active prevention. Situational pest control, organic and low impact, designed
specifically for in and around your home. See ad on
page 10.
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* Offer good Monday, Feb. 1 through Monday, Feb. 29

Try it for FREE at
NaturalAwakeningsSingles.com

natural awakenings

February 2016
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PET SUPPLIES: NATURAL
NATURAL PET SPECIALTY SHOP
398-B N Harbor City Blvd, Melbourne
321-259-3005
NaturalPetSpecialtyShop.com
Featuring: grain-free, highquality protein, raw & organic pet foods, treats, supplements, homeopathic and
herbal remedies, chemical-free grooming products,
natural flea & tick supplies and much more.

SPARK OF DIVINE LLC

Healing and Learning Center with Metaphysical
Gift Shop. Classes and Sessions in Reiki, Angelology, Shamanism, Meditation, Yoga, Qi Gong, Nia,
Crystals, CDs, Books, Candles, Statuary, Unique
Local Artwork, etc.

RESTAURANTS &
CAFÉS: HEALTHY

PUPS-N-THINGS (PETS DISCOUNT)

A-LIVE & HEALTHY CAFÉ

Lake Washington Square
2447 N. Wickham Rd. Melbourne
321-241-4632

85 E. Merritt Ave., Merritt Island
321-338-2926
A-LiveandHealthy.com

Purveyors of all-natural, grain-free,
premium quality holistic organic,
freeze dried, dehydrated & raw frozen
pet foods & treats. Enjoy our everyday LOW prices. See ad on page 33.

VETERINARIAN

1789 Old Dixie Hwy, Vero Beach
772-257-6499
SparkOfDivine.com

2711 Clearlake Rd, #C10, Cocoa
321-305-6909
CocoaPharmacy.com
Boutique-style full service, independent pharmacy
offering delivery, compounding services, compliance packaging, and natural/organic products in our
retail section. Competitive cash pricing and all major insurance plans.

PROLOTHERAPY
HEALTH FOR LIFE
402 N. Babcock St, Ste 101, Melbourne
321-259-0555
HealthForLifeWellnessCenters.com

A-Live & Healthy Café: Brevard’s newest organic
raw vegan restaurant & produce market. Open
Tuesday–Saturday 10-3 and Friday till 8pm. 100%
vegan, dairy & gluten-free.

Experience our organic
craft coffee, espresso,
cold brew coffee, house
made syrups and chai tea, fresh baked savory and
sweet treats. Lunch specials offered. Vegan/Vegetarian friendly!

SOLAR ENERGY
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS OF
BREVARD, INC.
1536 Cypress Ave, Melbourne
321-253-3232
321GoSolar.com
Excellence in installing & servicing commercial & residential photovoltaics, solar hot
water, solar attic ventilation &
pool heating. Offset or eliminate your rising utility bills.

SPIRITUALITY
“I AM” SAINT GERMAIN FOUNDATION

ANTOINETTE PARATO RN LMT (MA31628)
Melbourne, 321-725-9009
Enjoy treatments in Reiki, Healing Touch, Cranial
Sacral therapy, and Guided Imagery. Call for Reiki
I, II, III class schedules. Pre-registration is required.

1420 Old Dixie Hwy., Vero Beach
772-696-1910
TheInspiredHeart.com
Quality Reiki training from Licensed Teacher with ICRT (www.
reiki.org). We offer Reiki classes,
crystals, and stones. Shop has over
130 types of stones.
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Brevard/Indian River

Melbourne Sanctuary
321-266-0132
SaintGermainPress.com
The “I AM” Activity represents the Highest Source of
the Ascended Masters’ Instruction on the Great Laws
of Life by the Ascended Master Saint Germain.

UNITY SPIRITUAL CENTER OF
VERO BEACH

INSPIRED HEART

954-261-7226
Brevard & Indian River Counties
EcoGenWater.com
Whole house
water filtraWater Solutions tion to remove
chlorine and impurities. Reduce lime scale without
a water softener. Residential and commercial. Guaranteed. Tested 41 years. FREE evaluation. See ad on
page 46.
SM

Prolotherapy is a non-surgical solution to repair
ligaments, tendons, meniscus, rotator cuffs, and it
strengthens unstable joints that cause pain. We offer
free consultations.

REIKI

Our full service hospital offers Animal Chiropractic, Laser Therapy, I-Therm, Clinical Nutrition and Raw Food diets, Acupuncture, and
Homeopathy. Our patients and clients Love Integrative Care.

ECOGEN WATER SOLUTIONS

1414 Highland Avenue
321-428-3860
AnayaCoffee.com

WEST COCOA PHARMACY &
COMPOUNDING

545 Gus Hipp Blvd., Rockledge
321-632-3800
CoastalAnimalHospitalRockledge.com

WATER TREATMENT

ANAYA COFFEE

PHARMACY

COASTAL ANIMAL HOSPITAL
WELLNESS CENTER

950 43rd Ave, Vero Beach 32960
772-562-1133
UnityOfVero.com
A Positive Path for Spiritual Living. Rev. Dan Holloway. Sunday Service: 10
am. Unity Labyrinth open
to the public. Everyone is Welcome!

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
GET SKINNY WITH DONNA
Serving Brevard County
321-872-7793
GetSkinnywithDonna.com
Serious about losing weight and getting healthy?
Create a simple plan that works through Coaching, Motivation, and Education. More information
on my blog at DonnaMWeston.com.

WELLNESS CENTERS
SYNERGY INSTITUTE
735 C Commerce Center Dr, Sebastian
772-571-4509
synergy-institute.com
Holistic Wellness Center offering therapeutic and
spa services with advanced practitioners. Massage, Shiatsu, CranioSacral and Cupping Therapy.
Classes: Tai Chi, Qiqong, Japanese Batodo, Meditation with Alchemy Crystal Bowls, and much
more. MM#32592

YOGA
HATHA YOGA WITH MARILYN
Pelican Beach Clubhouse
1495 Highway A1A Satellite Beach
321-773-6458
Balance your Body, Mind & Spirit with Hatha
Yoga. Gentle, guided yoga postures with Stretching, Deep Breathing and Relaxation. $5 per class
through Satellite Recreation Department. See ad
on page 11.
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The Premier Center for

REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
Dr. Melissa Dean has been serving Vero Beach, FL and the surrounding
area for over 15 years. With a welcoming and positive atmosphere,
Dean Wellness Institute provides an integrative approach to medicine.
Every patient that walks through our door will be provided with a customized
plan of care tailored to their individual healthcare and nutritional needs.
Thomas Edison sums up our philosophy best:
Melissa Dean, MD, MMB
Anti-Aging Medicine
Master’s Metabolic
Medicine

“The doctor of the future will give no medicine but will interest his patients in the
care of the human frame, in diet and in the cause and prevention of disease.”

NATURAL & INTEGRATIVE HEALTH CHOICES
Services We Provide...
• Age Management, Anti-aging/
Age Reversal Medicine

• Nutritional Programs

• Bio-Identical Hormone Replacement
Therapy for Men & Women

• Tobacco Cessation

• Alternative Addiction Support

• Weight Loss/ Lifestyle Management
• Chelation Therapy
(many types offered)
Catherine Cheries, P.A.

• Sports Health Management

IV
NUTRITIONAL
THERAPY
Delivers the most beneficial
dose of vitamins, minerals,
amino acids and vital
nutrients into your system
without disturbing your
sensitive digestive tract.

• Preventative Medicine
• Vitamin Evaluation
• Oxygen Therapies

• Plus many other
innovative therapies

1345 36th St, Suite B
Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-567-1500
Gift Certificates Available

DeanWellnessInstitute.com

